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CH/PTFF I
.
LIFE OF JULIUS MINDING
.
In 1869 there appeared a drama on the German stage that
delighted large audiences and called forth much favorable criti -
cism in most of the leading- magazines and newspapers of the day.
This drama was Papst Sixtus, a tragedy by Julius Minding.
Many voices were then heard asking the question, "Who
is Julius Minding? Has another great dramatist appeared in the
German nation?" It seemed as though no one had ever heard that
name before.
Julius Minding was a very quiet, unassuming, and highly
gifted poet, who was in full sympathy with the struggle for
political freedom .-/hich was being waged in Germany against despo"
tism in the years from 1815-1848.
It was during this period that Metternich had succeeded
in imposing upon Germany his "Doctrine of Immobility" which made
life unpleasant not only for the liberals but also for many of
the foremost men in Germany. Arndt and Jahn had been arrested,
Fichtes "Reden" had been suppressed, Schleiermacher was warned,
in Goethinigen seven of the most distinguished professors were
discharged, and in Vienna Grillparzer withdrew from the world in
morose despondency as a result of Mettern ich 1 s despotic policy.
In such a depressing atmosphere it was impossible for works of
art embodying ideas of freedom and equality such as we find in
Minding 's writings to flourish. For our gifted poet preached a
message of a happier future in. a Utopian state in which every-
one would have his lawful place, his justice, and as a result be
"free and blessed here on earth."
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2013
http://archive.org/details/juliusmindingforOOzimm
Minding is of special interest to all German-Americans
,
and to all students of German literature here in America, because
of the fact that he came over to this country in i850 to make his
home here and get a new start in life. Financial distress, grief
at the loss of his most beloved friend, and deep despondency due
to the complete failure of his dramatic effort into which he had
poured his whole soul, had wounded his spirit beyond healing. In
such a despairing state of mind he could not adjust himself to a
new environment in a foreign country. After a few months of
psychic torment he found relief in death.
BIOGRAPHICAL SURVEY.
No complete biography has been written on Julius Minding
and only two modern historians of German literature give even a
brief account of his life and works. 1 Other writers merely mention
some incidents from his life in connection with comments on his
works. I shall attempt to make a biographical survey of these
various writers on Minding and to write a coherent, sustained
biography, which can by no means, however, be an exhaustive study,
since the material available in this country is quite limited, and
since owing to international complications, material for further
research may not be procured from Germany at the present time.
According to Brummer,^' Julius Minding was born in
1
.
Adolf Eartels, Hcndbuch zur Gesch. der deut. Literatur. Franz
Brummer, Lexikon d. deut. Dichter u. Prosaisten des IS. Jh.
2. Lexikon der deutschen Dichter und Prosaisten des i9ten Jahr-
hunderlE von Franz Brummer.
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Ereslau, Germany, on November 8, 1808. He attended the schools
of his native city and then devoted himself to the study of medi-
cine in the University of Berlin, from which he was graduated in
the year 1833 with the degree of Dr. Med. After practicing medi-
cine for several years and being active as a writer at the same
time, he threw himself into the industrial vortex which eddied
about him in Germany in the fourties. In a short time he became
very rich and then just as quickly he became poor again? finally
in 1850 he emigrated to America in great poverty. There a friend
and he established themselves in a medical bureau in the city of
New York. After spending a few months at this work Minding ended
his life by committing suicide on the seventh of September.
Eartels merely states, "Minding was born at Breslau,
died by suicide in New York, September 7, 1850, after a checkered
career 1 (nach bunten Schicksalen) . " Bartels, like Drummer, men-
tions only three works of Minding r Das Leben der Pflanze (a didac-
tic poem)
,
Fiinf Bucher Gedichte
, and Papst Sixtus V
,
(a tragedy)
.
From Fritz Seger 2 and from Minding' s friend Fr. Brunold 3
(A. Meyer) we get a more detailed description of Minding 's literary
activity, of his life, and of the conditions under which he wrote.
Seger says of Minding that "ups and downs of splendor
and of destructive despondency made up his career, as though he
were an adventurer, a gold seeker, or a cabalist, and yet he was a
1. Adolf Bartel's Handbuch zur Geschichte der deutschen Literatur.
2. Fritz Seger, "Julius Minding," Vossische Zeitung No. 396,
Aug. 7, 1913.
3. Fr. Erunold, Munchner Propylaen, 1869. No. 49; Gartenlaube
1867; Literarische Erinnerungen I, Eine vergess ene Trag'clie.

very quiet, very modest German author", who scarcely became talka-
tive with the cup in his hand. "In the thirties and forties
Minding was engaged by the Vossische Zeitung and wrote an article
on S weden, on account of his knowledge of the Swedish language.
By profession and by nature he was a physician and scientist.
Scientific articles and medical treaties, make up no small por-
tion of his writings. He lived by writing for magazines and news-
papers, although he did not like particularly this type of writing.
His choice would have been poetry. What he wrote is still of
interest for us to-day, (1£13) even though it is not a standard
by which to measure his inborn genius. The account of his life
and works remains fragmentary."
Bruno ekes out Seger's account by picturing Minding
as a pale-faced, bright-eyed, warm-hearted man, who, at the
literary gatherings of his friends, would sit lost in deep thought,
entirely oblivious to his surroundings.
Eoth Brunold and Seger speak of a profound and sincere,
pure love that Minding quietly cherished for the wife of his friend,
Dr. Vetter. She was the ideal of his soul; she inspired all of his
songs as well as his great tragedy, Papst Sixtus V. In a beautiful
sonnet he pours out his whole heart to her when he says:
Tass ich Dich liebe, ist's_,warum ich leide,
Ach, das s ich leide, ist, weil ich Dich kenne,
i. In one of the literary gatherings a stranger asks the waitress:
"Who is that little pale man to the left of the speaker? His glass
stands untouched, his mouth is closed. He seems scarcely to be
grasping the sense of the words that reach his ear. His thoughts are
else-vhere." The waitress answers: "That is Minding. He is engaged
by the Vossische Zeitung. He comes but seldom I' Brunold Lit. Erinner-
ungen.
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In heisser Flammen Gluten Dir entbrenne;
Und dennoch stets, Du Liebliche, Dich meide:
Weil ich Dich liebe."
And in his poem "Das Leben der Pflanze" he addresses her by her
own name
.
"Ein liebliches Platzchen weiss ich, Adolphine,
Wo an des Baches Rand Vergissmeinnicht
Mit blauen Augen leuchten.
"
Minding never spoke to anyone about his secret love.
It was sacred to him, and only in the most beautiful form of his
art did it find expression. None of his friends or acquaintances
ever disturbed the sanctuary of this secret love by profane words
or acts. They knew the intensity of his love and sympathized with
him in his trying fate. Dr. Vetter was fully a?/are of the deep
love that his friend Minding cherished for Adolphine Vetter, but
he seems to have been a big-hearted man who understood his friend
and his love, much as Kestner understood Goethe's love for his
wife Lotte. Dr. Vetter realized that Minding 's love was innocent,
that it was an inspiration to his creative genius, and that he
(Vetter) must conquer himself and not cloud this spring of happi-
ness by petty jealousy.*
Seger writes in the article of the Vossische Zeitung; "The
poems tell of a singular love and friendship. Minding loved the wife
of his only trusted friend, a physician as he. After her death the
two friends clung together, being completely uprooted in their
existence they laid aside science and poetry and devoted themselves
to speculation.
1. Erunold gives an account of a conversation between Vetter and
Minding in which Vetter says: "Your songs turn to her heart. Love
comes, love goes. No one can do anything against that. Should I
play Othello and prepare a scene for you and me? Not so. I trust
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The house in which Adolphine lived on the Oranienburge r
Strass e 65 was a sacred place to Minding. Often he called there;
often he passed this house with his eyes fixed longingly on the
place. Fate would not have it, however, that she should see the
completion of his great drama which she had inspired. A fatal
disease had already laid hold on her when about 1840 Minding had
first conceived the idea of Papst Sixtus V . Her death deeply
shocked the poet, but he continued to write on his drama. Again
and again he would secretly go to the house on the rani enburge r
-
s trass e where his beloved had lived, and to the grave where she
lay. Sad and lonely he would return home and pour out the love
and grief of his heavy heart into his work \ a tragedy fashioned
after his own life. On this tragedy centered all of his hope.
Upon it depended his 7/hole future.
Minding has left us no information about the develop-
ment of his play: why he chose Pope Sixtus V, for his tragedy, or
from what sources he drew his material. Just as he never spoke to
anyone about his love for Adolphine, so he never discussed his own
you (and Adolphine). Struggle and battle. Let A.dolphine's eyes
light up your work, and when you have created something great and
glorious, then think of me, think that I also have a 3hare in your
fame and honor; that I nourished your poetry with the blood of my
heart. I have conquered myself. May you and Adolphine by happy."
Saying these words he quickly left the room, through the side -door
and locked himself up in the adjoining chamber.
i. "Lonely, ruined bodily and financially, sat the poet. His
friend had escaped to America. Minding had remained. From time to
time he would steal out to the grave of his love and then gathering
all the passion of his heart, clothing all of his thoughts in words
he would sit and compose his tragedy Pope Sixtus V . " Fr. Brunold,
Miincher Prophylaen 186S, No. 49.
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works with any of his friends. * Neither has he given any written
statements which would elucidate his works, his plans, or his
poetic mission, as Goethe, Schiller, Hebbel, and other German
dramatists have done. "Lonely he worked, lonely he went through
life.
Finally in the year iS4S, the drama was completed. Mind
ing had it printed as a manuscript at his own expense and sent it
to various theatres. "He had hoped great things from it; he
dreamed of fame, honor, money, and gain. None of these dreams
were realized.2 Only one theatre presented the play ,3 and but very
few people knew anything about it; of all the men of literary fame,
Julius Mosen alone instantly recognized its deep poetical value,
and wrote an appreciative review of the work, and pronounced it
"Ein Stern am dramatischen Himmel."^ But Julius Mosen's plea was
futile. The drama was a complete failure. Heart-broken at the
loss of his friend, dejected because of his poetical failure, with
poverty and ruin staring him in the face, Minding suddenly cast
aside all literary activities as well as the practice of medicine
and, with his trusted friend, Dr. Vetter, entered the industrial
life and began to speculate in real estate. 5 After a very short
time the quiet, modest poet and his friend had accumulated proper-
1
.
"He never let anyone see or Fuspect what he produced. His
poetic work was his sanctuary, which he carried with him in silence.
Only when his heart was full, when he thought he would succumb to
the woes of life, when the turmoil of the day threatened to burst
his head, did he direct his steps out of the door, to a silent,
lonely grave. And the rustling of the flowers on the grave there
gave him courage and strength again." Brunold, Literarisch* Erinner-
ungen.I. p. 197.
2. Erunold, Literar ische Erinnerungen I. p. 189.
3. "Only one man, as we are told, brought the piece on the stage:
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ty to the value of 500,000 Thaler (£375, 000). 6 The political up-
heaval of the year 1848, however, brought about a financial crisis
and each lost all he had. Dr. Vetter went to America whither
Minding followed him in 1850. In New York they opened up a medical
office and began to practice medicine. On the seventh of Septem-
ber, after only a few months of this new life, Minding was found
lying on his couch, dead. He had committed suicide by taking
poison.
8
"In his last years, according to the reports of the few
who had observed him closely at that time, Minding seems to have
suffered terribly. He preserved a faithfulness to his dead friend
that always drew him to her grave and to the house on the Orannien -
burge r St rass e where she had lived, — a passion combined with
other misfortunes finally were destined to destroy him. "9
Besides writing this one drama, Minding extended his
literary activity into various other fields. He seems to have
been by nature a lyrical poet. From him we have the only sonnets
in the German language the artistic effect of which are beyond
question, although of all these sonnets only one line is still
known today, and that on account of its beautiful melody:
"Dass ich Dich liebe, ist's, warum ich leide."
Adolf Dibbern, director in Altona." — August Becker, Vorwort zu
Papst Sixtus. p. XI.
4. Julius Mosen, Sammtl.. Werke. Ed. VIII. p. 167.
5. Brunold, Literarische Erinnerungen|197
.
6. Fritz Seger, Vossische Zeitung. No. 396. Aug. 7, 1913.
7. Karl Frenzel, Berliner Dramaturgic, Papst Sixtus V .
8. Brunold, Lit. Erinnerungen
. p. 199
9. Fritz. Seger. (See note above;
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Other lyrical poems by Minding are: "Das Leben der
Pflanze" a very charming didactic poem written in 1637, which con-
tain* the beautiful lines quoted above:
Ein liebliches Platzchen weiss ich, Adolphine,
Wo und des Baches Rand Vergissmeinnicht
Mit blauen Augen leuchten.*
Minding published "Funf Bucher Gedichte" in 1841, and later on a
volume of songs, Lieder vom alten Frit z. Of this collection only
one patriotic ballad which tells about the equerry Froben in the
battle at Fehrbellin, has become well known and found considerable
circulation. The very fact that it found its place in a German
text book^ in which only the choicest poems in the German language
from authors like Uhland, K'orner
,
Schiller, Goethe, Freiligrath,
etc. appeared, not only testifies to the popularity that Fehrbellin
had gained, but also justifies the educative and poetic value that
was placed upon it in the middle of the nineteenth century.
Minding was also active as a translator. Eis principal
work of translation is Tegner's Frith.jo fs Sage, a Swedish legend.
While he was engaged by the Vossische Zeitung in Berlin, he wrote
an extensive article on Sweden in which his thorough knowledge of
the Swedish language was of great help to him.
As an advocate of political freedom, Minding was active
both in prose and in poetic writings. One of these political poems,
1. Quoted^from Brunold's Lit. Erinrierungen I. p. 187
3. Vaterlandisches Lesebuch in Bi^dern und Musterstiicken fur
Schule und Haus
. Ober-Stufe. von C. Gude und L. Gittermann, Lehrer
in Magdeburg. Magdeburgj Verl. V. E. Fabricius 1851.
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Vblkerfriihling
T
also gives evidence of a lyrical power of no mean
character. The first stanza reads as follows:
"Der Lenz, der frohe Lenz erwacht,
Europa grunt, Europa lacht;
Der Vblkerfruhling ist gekommen,
Es hat in einer kurzen Kacht
Die junge Welt der alten Macht
Gewehr und Waff en abgenommen
.
n *
Although this stanza expresses the idea of political
strife, it is clothed in such an exquisite metaphor with delicate
poetic touches and rhythmic "beauty that we feel it is true poetry.
Minding 's medical writings that are recorded in available
reference works are as follows:
1. Beleuchtungen des Herrn Dr. Isaac Jacob Sachs, Ein
Beitrag z. Gesch. der Presse.
2. Durch einen Nachtrag verm. Aufl. Berlin 1842.
3. Die Vorzuglichen Eader und Heilquellen Mitteleuropas
.
4. Die Organs des Gehirns nach dem Gall-Combe' schen
System ubersichtlich dargestellt.
5. Alfr. Behr. und J. Minding.
Taschen-Encyclopadie d. Medicin. Wissenschaften. (In
8 Bdchn.)
Ein Bdchn. Taschenbuch der Anatomie des Menschen.
i. Die Blutezeit d. deut. politischen Lyrik v. 1840-1850 V.
Christian Petzet. Miinchen, J. F. Lehmanns Verlag 1903.
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JULIUS MINDING 'S WORKS CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.
"Das Leben der Pflanze", ein didaktiBches Gedicht. Leipzig
1837. Voss.
"Funf Bucher Gedichte", 8 (14 1/2 B.) Berlin 1841, Mittler
"Schweden", Vossische Zeitung. Berlin 1840- (?)
Beleuchtungen des Hrn. Dr. Isaac Jacob Sachs
1. Ein Beitrag z. Gesch. der Presse.
2. Durch einen Nachtrag verm. Aufl. br. 8 (9 1/2 A) Berlin,
1842, Aug. Hirschwald, Verl. 10 Ngr. Der Nachtrag (3 B
"Lieder vom alten Fritz", "Fehrbellin" eine Ballade.
1. Sammlung zum Gedachtniss am 17. Aug. 1646. Mit einer
Zeichnung v. Bbhmer, 12 (1 1/3 B) Berlin 1843, Morin.
Die Organe des Gehirns nach dem Gall-Comb ' schen System iiber-
sichtlich dargestellt. 16 (2 B. u 1 Abbild) Berlin 1843
Morin.
"Tegner's Frithjofs Sage" (Ubersetzung aus dem Schwedischen v,
Julius Minding)
Sonettenkranz , "Dass ich dich liebe, ist's, warum ich leide"
Alfr. Behr und J. Minding. Taschen- Encyclopadie d. Medicin.
Wissenschaften (In 8 Bdchn) 1 Bdchn. Taschenbuch v. Alfred
v. Behr. 16 (31 1/2 B) Erlangen 1845, Euke
.
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Die vorzuglichsten Bader u. Heilquellen Mittel-Europas 8 (3 B)
Berlin, 1846, Morin.
"Papst Sixtus V", eine Tragbdie in fiinf Aufziigen 1846. Fur die
deutsche Eiihne bearbeitet von Clemens Rainer u. August Becker
Oldenburg 1869. Zweite. Auflage 1873.
"Volkerf riihling" , ein politisches Gedicht. Berlin, Stuhr'sche
Buchhandlung 1848 (?)
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CHAPTER II.
WHY PAPST SIXTUS V FAILED IN 1846.
When Papst Sixtus V first appeared in 1646, the struggle
for constitutional government was still "being waged against the
reactionary policy of Prussia, where Frederick William IV ex-
claimed to the Landtag with reference to the popular demand for a
constitution, "Never will I allow a sheet of written paper to come,
like a second Providence, between our Lord in Heaven and this land,
to govern us by its paragraphs."
The liberal movement manifested itself in the activities
of various societies and in the writings of men like Gbrres,
Erennglas
,
Jordan, Gottschall, Sallet , and Minding. In Papst
S ixtus V
,
Minding indirectly reflects the political state of
affairs of his own time even though the tragedy, like Lessing's
Emilie Galott i, plays in Italy and is dated 1585.
Mathilde, the only woman character of the drama, is an
ardent patriot who demands that Mariana, her lover, stir up a
revolution and establish a republic at any price, because the ex-
isting conditions are to her unbearable.
"Denn enger schmirt die Festelen sein Bedriicker,
Und mist seine Macht mehrt sich durch Gluck und
Kuhnheit
,
Indessen wir dumpf brutend untergehen."
she says, which unmistakably refers to Metternich and his growing-
influence over Prussia. It is even more evident in the following
lines
:
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"Von Schritt zu Schritt, wie's immer wird geschehn,
Wird eure Freiheit euch genommen. Nur einmal
Erheb in dies en bden Mauern noch
Ein Lichtpalast der Freiheit seine Zinnen,
Wir kbnnen doch nur siegen oder fallen.
Leicht lasst der Mensch zur Knechtschaft sich
betbren,
Doch auch die Freiheit kann man Vblker lehren."
She not only demands liberty, but a complete overthrow of the
government when she says:
"Die Republik auf's neu ersteht."
She is uncompromising on that point, "Ich heische den Erfolg" she
cries out to her lover; he must act or give up all claims on her.
All of these words, no doubt, sounded as hostile to the government
as did the earlier writings of the radical leaders of the
Burschenschaften. The fact that Mariana meets the citizens to in-
cite them to raise up against the government and establish a
republic, must have appeared as an act entirely too dangerous to
the censor in 1846. Few managers had the courage to stage a
revolutionary play at a time when republican ideas were rife and
when the dungeons were filled with political prisoners.* No won-
der that the first performance of Sixtus V
,
in Altona, was a
failure, 2 even though the director, Herr Dibbern, was "a man who
in a true and noble enthusiasm always sought the best',' as Becker
puts it. 3 Moreover, we must also remember that the great politi-
1. Karl Eiederraann, Deutsche Geschichte. Bd.I
2. Die Auffiihrung scheiterte im Oldenburger Theater an begreif-
lichen Rucksichten des Hofes und der Censur."
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cal questions of the day held the attention of the public and
that the interest in industrial development overshadowed every-
thing.
Another serious drawback to the success of Minding's
drama at the time of its first appearance was the f act that
Minding was a man of reticent disposition without influential
friends, among the contemporary critics, who might have appre-
ciated his genius and recognized an excellent opportunity in the
production of a drama when the election of Pope Pius IX in 1846
was hailed as the dawn of liberalism in Germany.
Only one of the literary leaders of the time knew of
Sixtus V, and recognized its great poetic and dramatic value:
Julius Mosen. * He was critic of the court theatre at Oldenburg
when S ixtus V first appeared; to him we owe the preservation of
a copy of the drama in Minding 's own handwriting. It is ever to
his credit that he tried to save Sixtus V for the stage in its
original form. In a lengthy article he discusses the drama in
regard to its technique, its characters, and its idea of tragic
guilt. He goes through the whole drama to show the development
of the play, quoting many verses to illustrate the dramatic
action as well as the artistic beauty.
Discussing the reasons why Papst Sixtus V failed in
1846 Mosen enumerates the following objections to the play:
Karl Frenzel, Berliner Draraaturgie, Papst Sixtus V .
3. August Becker, Vorwort zu Papst Sixtus V.
1. Julius Mosen. Samtl iche Werke . Ed. VIII. p. 1781.
Verlag von Luis Zander, Leipzig 1871.
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1. "Because the theatres were here to amuse the public
and not to molest it with pieces reflecting modern tendencies."
(Tendenzstiicke)
.
2. "The hero of the play is a Pope and therefore objec-
tionable to the Catholics."
3. Moreover, this Pope induced the cardinals to elect him
under the pretense of sickness and inability; he was a hypocrite,
a type which is offensive to Catholics."
Mosen refutes these objections and defends the drama in
pointing out the mission of the stage. He says in part, "The
theatre includes within it the most sacred office of teaching;
it is the highest expression of education of the day. The stage
has to do with truth and beauty, regardless of whom it strikes.
Art and the stage must be as sovereign as the preacher on the
pulpit. If the theatre -managers yield this right, then they will
crush art under their feet, rob it of its virgin honor, and sur-
render it to prostitution, to the amusement -seeker for money. To
bar pieces which reflect the conditions of the time? How about
Nathan der Weise
,
Iphigenie , Tell , Kabale und Liebe? "
Then Mosen points out that popes are found in paintings
and in sculpture, and he finds no reason why popes should not be
represented in dramatic art. The reason given by Catholics,
namely, that saints should not be brought on the stage, has no
historical justification. One needs but think of Calderon's
and Lope's plays, or of the passion play in Oberammergau, etc.
But in spite of the praise and defense of the drama by
Mosen, it remained in total obscurity and oblivion. The theatre
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managers who were in possession of Minding ' s play had more fear
and a keener pragmatic appreciation of the wishes and workings of
the censor than love of truth and artistic fidelity to a work of
such an ingenius conception as Minding 's Papst Sixtus V , and
they succeeded in silencing it to death.
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CHAPTER III.
THE RESTORED PAPST SIXTUS V OF 1869.
After a period of twenty-three years, almost a generation
later, when a new age of freedom had dawned on a united Germany,
when new ideas and new tendencies were taking their place as build-
ing factors in the nation, unrestricted by the shackles of the
censor, then there suddenly came to light again the long -forgotten
tragedy Papst Sixtus V. Its restoration to its place in literature
was due to the efforts of two scholarly and art -loving men: Clemens
Rainer, manager of the city theatre at Zurich, and August Becker,
director of the Grand Ducal Theatre at Oldenburg. At the instiga-
tion of Julius Mosen, these men saved this "pearl of dramatic art"
from dust and decay. They recognized the poetic worth of this
tragedy and set to work to revise it on the basis of their exper-
ience vvith the stage and had it published in book form in 1869.
In 1870 appeared a second edition containing supplementary reprints
of criticisms from the leading newspapers and periodicals on the
presentations of Papst Sixtus V in the local theatres. August
Eecker also wrote an introductory essay on Papst Sixtus V , en-
titled "Uber die tragische Schuld und die poetische Gerechtigkeit "
,
in tfhich he discussed the tragic guilt of the drama in its relation
to Schopenhauer's principles in his "Welt als Wille."
In the revision of drama the editors have limited them-
selves to very few changes from the original text. Several scenes
have been rearranged and transposed to more effective positions;
some have been condensed on account of too great epic length. In
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a number of instances verses have been added to make better transi-
tions, or to motivate more effectively some future action. In
Act II, three very short scenes (Auftritte) between Mariana and
Mathilde, and between Mathilde and the citizens have been omitted.
The editors have made the greatest change in Act V in an effort
to bring the catastrophe to a more dramatic close. They have lent
a more far-reaching effect to Mathilde's despairing recognition
of her fatal mistake in assassinating, for the sake of saving a
lover whose weakness caused her own ruin, the man who alone could
fulfill her lofty aim, In the revised edition the place of the
physician is taken by Galilie, with whose words instead of
Toledos, the drama closes:
"Der erste Papst.' — Wird das der letzte sein?"
as the original reads.
To give the reader a measure of comparison between the
original text and the revised edition, the editors have given the
scenes and verses affected by the revision in the appendix in both
editions
.
The success of the restored drama was immediate. Many
of the foremost theatres from Oldenburg to Riga in Russia and
south to Zurich now staged the tragedy. Berlin, however, seemed
to hesitate to pay the indebted tribute to its own gifted son.
Here Minding had written the play, here it had been completely ig-
nored when it first appeared, and here it seemed that the Berlin
theatres were unwilling to recognize their former regrettable
fault. The Meininger theatrical troop (Gastspiele) , * with whom
i. The Meininger "Gastpiele" owe their origin to Duke Georg of
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Papst Slxtu6 V was one of the favorite plays, finally brought it
to Berlin in 1874, From the very fact that this troop, which was
organized solely for the purpose of promoting interest in only the
very best of plays, considered Sixtus V not only good enough to be
included in their repertoire, but to be given a prominent place
among numerous plays, we can get an idea of the position that
Papst Sixtus V held in the theatrical world in the early seventies.
Moreover, Albert Lindner, August Eecker, and especially the court
theatre in Meiningen had been criticizing the large stages in Ber-
lin and Vienna because they catered to the public and therefore
were neglecting to present Papst Sixtus V . Thus we can see that
the Berlin theatres were somewhat prejudiced against this new
drama and that the critics looked askance at it when it was finally
given in the court theatre at Berlin on May il, 1874, by the
Meininger troop. 1 Karl Frenzel2 and Paul Lindau3, both of whom saw
Meiningen, a man of refined and artistic taste, who used all avail
able funds to promote the interest in only the highest class of
plays. The Meiningers were very painstaking in a detailed and
genuinely artistic scenery effect. Each actor had to subordinate
himself to the whole in order to achieve harmony of action, rather
than centre the interest upon some star actor at the expense of the
other actors or of the drama itself. (See Meyers Konversations
-
Lexikon, sechste Auflage. Ed. 13. p. 555).
1. "Only a few of the smaller stages had the courage to present
classical dramas; in Berlin and in Vienna the prevailing principle
before staging a play is: "Did it pay elsewhere"?
"If the Royal stage (in Eerlin) produces "Euch XIV" as the
only new tragedy in a season, it believes that it has done its duty.
But what is one good deed against ten left undone? Where is Paps t
S ixtus V
,
which has justly been called the most excellent play in
the realm of the modern drama? Where are the dramas of Grosse? Will
no one raise his voice to tell the public how much is stolen from
them? The press should do so ."- -Albert Lindner. "Das Drama im neuen
Reich." Die Gegenwart. 1873. Vol.i, p. 10.
3. Karl Frenzel. Eerliner Dramaturgie, Papst Sixtus V .
3. Paul Lindau, Papst Sixtus V . Die Gegenwart . 1874. Vol. 4-6.
p. 331.
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the same performance, pronounced Papst Sixtus V a "book drama with
little dramatic power."
Karl Frenzel, however, recognizes the poetic beauty, the
noble sentiment and choice diction of the work. He admits that
"parts of the drama produced the deepest effect on the audience"
and the "scene in the conclave was one of the grandest and most
astounding pictures to the audience, while the various Volksscenen
were even superior to Julius Caesar in dramatic effectiveness."
Paul Lindau not only is unjust in his criticism, but
actually makes himself guilty of falsification. He quotes verses
which exist neither in form nor in spirit in Sixtus V, * merely to
prove his point that the play has no dramatic action. He says, "W
have a lot of little luke-warm plays but no play", 2 while Frenzel
holds just the opposite view. 3 Again Paul Lindau says that we can
not take any interest in the intrigues of Montalto preceding his
election, because we already know that he will be elected "since
the piece is called Papst Sixtus V ." Suffice it to say that we
also know that Wallenstein will die because the drama is called
7»
f
allenstein's Tod .
In order to get a true perspective of the success of
Papst Sixtus V, and the prominent position given to it in litera-
ture, let us turn to some of the other criticisms offered on it by
1. "Eine grosse Tat in Worten,
Die du einst zu tun gedenkst."
2. "Wir bekommen lauter lauwarme Stuckchen aber kein Stuck." Die
Gegen-vort, 1874. Vol. 4-6. p. 331.
3. "Das Ganze 1st aus einem Guss wie man es doch nicht oft im
Alltagsleben zu sehn bekommt." Berliner Dramaturgie. v. Karl
Frenzel.
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distinguished writers and "by leading periodicals.
Rudolf Gottschall, after discussing the tragic guilt of
the drama says, "The story of Papst Sixtus V, above all, offers a
dramatic incident. The scene in the conclave with its most de-
cisive change is of dramatic vivacity." Gottschall very highly
I
raises the diction and the characterization, especially that of
the hero.
Julius Grosse, a poet of the Munich school, author of
the tragedies, Gudrun
,
Tiberius, and of other dramas, says in part,
"Minding 1 s work is a dramatic fact, and very much deserves the
consideration of one or the other of the intelligent stage managers.
Minding 's work has a simple greatness of composition and depth of
characterization." Grosse contributes the failure of Sixtus V , of
1646, to the customary procedure of the stage managers of that timet
and certainly not to a "lack of vitality", as Paul Lindau would have
us believe in his scathing criticism mentioned above.
The noted poet, Albert Lindner, quoted above, who is best
known for his tragedies, Brutus and Collatius and Bluthochzeifr
,
writes a lengthy article on Papst Sixtus V, von Julius Minding^
in which he admonishes the theatre of their obligation to the drama,
Die Sprache der Dichtung ist kraftig, gediegen voll dramatis-
chen Marks und Schwungs; die Charakteristik, namentlicfa des Haupt-
helden und wiederum in der ersten Halfte des Stuckes, ist eine
dramatische; die Volks seinen sind lebendig bewegt. Wir konnen es
den Herausgeben nur Dank wissen, dass sie ein so tiichtiges Dichtwerk
vor der Vergessenheit gerettet haven.—Rudolf Gattschall, "Ein ver_-
gessenes Trauerapiel , " Blatter fur literar. Unterhaltung 1839," No. 47
1. Wef den da'maligen Usus der Intendanzen kennt, wird es nicht
verwunderlich finden, dass dieses eigenartige und bedeutsnde Werk
dennoch unbeachtet in den Theater Bibliotheken liegen blieb."
Julius Grosse Miinchner Propylaen 1539. No. 43.
2
.
Albert Lindner, Papst Sixtus_ V, von Julius Minding Meyer's
Enganzungs bl at t e r { jetzt Deuts"che" Wart e ) . Bd . " V . Heft 12
.

and to pay off the debt of honor the nation owes to Minding for
having "suppressed such a remarkable work for a period of twenty-
four years, and with it one of its greatest poets," "Meiningen",
he says, "has already achieved a most wonderful success" with the
drama. "Oldenburg will follow and probably most of the other
stages will find it proper to leave this debt of honor they owe to
Minding no longer on interest." Thus we see that Papst Sixtus V
had made a profound impression on Linder. After giving us an
A
animated discussion of the dramatic action he goes over to a dis-
cussion on the tragic guilt of Sixtus V , since a tragedy of such
a scope is worthy of a careful study of the underlying motives pre-
vailing upon the characters.
Fr. Brunold (A, Meyer) was the only living intimate friend
of Minding when the resuscitated tragedy appeared. It is from him
that we know most about the drama in its making and about the poet
himself. Brunold now raised his voice to restore the name and the
work of his deceased and forgotten friend to the place of honor he
deserves. He tells us, among other praise-worthy remarks about the
tragedy, that the literary circle to which Minding and men like
Franz von Gaudy, Friedrick von Sallet, formerly belonged, now met
in the same old quarters to read Papst Sixtus V
,
in memory of the
forgotten friend. "All were enchanted by the grandeur of the
piece and were deeply moved." 1
It might seem strange to us that Brunold did not speak
to the public sooner when his friend was so earnestly in need of
all the support he could get to save himself from ruin and despair.
1. Fr, Brunold, Literarische Fr innerungen I. p. 201.
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But the chances are that Minding never revealed the secrets of
his heart to anyone and "never imparted anything to his friends
or acquaintances about the development and growth of his piece. "
Quietly he hoped and quietly he suffered and despaired.
The Allgemeine Familien-Zeitung^ comments in the most
glorifying and laudable terms on Sixtus V as a "Masterpiece of
German poetry", Which furnishes proof that we still have poets
that have gone beyond Schiller and Goethe in dramatics." In com-
menting on the performance of S ixtus V this paper goes on to say
,! " r
e can hardly remember any tragedy that at the same time has im-
pressed us so deeply and produced such a tremendous effect. It
appeared to us as an exceedingly powerful work and has left a very
pleasing impression on us."
The whole article is an expression of continuous praise
and gratitude to the author as well as to the editors "who have
iaved this pearl out of the sand" and, in closing, it urgently
commends this "exemplary masterpiece of German literature" to all
of it& educated readers. While we may not be justified in joining
in with this exultant praise in the same magnitude, nevertheless
it gives us an idea of the powerful impression the forgotten drama
made on some of the critics as it went over the German stage.
1. Fr. Erunold, Literarische Erinnerungen I. p. 203.
2. Allgemeine Familien Zeitung 1870, No. 34.
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When we examine the comments of the many other critics, they all,
•vith perhaps only one exception (Paul Lindau, whom we have spoken
of above) agree that Papst Sixtus V is a powerful tragedy and a
literary masterpiece of the first rank.*
Another critic wrote: "Es ist unbegreif lich, dass ein so
grosser genialer Wurf , wie die vorliegende Tra4"6die vbllig unbe-
kannt bleiben korjnte. Die Tragbdie mit Shakspervr escher Kraft und
Wucht Lessiriggche&y Mass und Pragnanz der Darstellung, so dass sie
auf der Biihne die grbsste Wirkung herverbringen muss. "2 The
Morgenpos t Mo. 332 (1869) says among other praise -worthy remarks:
"In Kuhnen, gewaltigen Ziigen sind die Charaktere gezeichnet, ein
tiefes Seelenstudium leuchtet uberall hervor und die edle reine
Sprache voller Schwung und erhabner Poesie stempelt es zu einem
Meisterwerk der deutschen Dichtung." The Oldenburger Zeitung3
sums up its comment and says: "Alles in Allem sind wir nicht im
Zweifel, das der Minding sche Sixtus nach Entwurf und Inhalt ein
grossartiges Werk bildet, wie es wenige in der neusten Literatur
geben wird.
"
And yet as immediate and as complete as the success of
the tragedy, S ixtus V was, it passed away quite as suddenly again
into complete oblivion. How was it possible that a work which
made such a profound impression on the public and "passed over
1. Mann kann die Urteile beliebig aus der Fiille des Meterials
herausgreif en, sie sind mehr oder weniger geschicht gegriindet, aber
einstimmig im Lob, im Gluck an dem wunderbaren Fund aus der vormarz
lichen Zeit. Fritz Seger. Vossische Zeitung. No. 386. 1913.
2. Oldenb. Schulblatt 1869, no. 45.
3. Oldenburger Zeitung 1869. No. 282.
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alraost all of the large German stages with a sensational success,
with countless newspaper and magazine articles paying homage to
the work and to its unfortunate author" 1 should so suddenly be for-
gotten again? After about the year i875 we hear nothing more of
S ixtus V, excepting the plaintive voices of a few admirers who la-
ment its sad loss 3 as well as the deplorable conditions of the
theatres that replaced the classical drama by sensational plays
and modern hitsv Karl Frenzel, the Berlin critic, attributes this
regrettable state of affairs to the irreparable damage done to the
German stage and drama by the oversensitive censorship in the years
1820-1855.4
1. Fritz Seger. Vossische Zeitung No. 396-1913.
2. "Wo bleibt die Tragbdie und das ernste Schauspiel.—Wo bleibt
Papst Sixtus V
, den man doch mit Recht das aller hervorragenste auf
dem Gebiet der modernen Tragodie erklart. Nimmt sich keiner so zum
Loose der Buchdramen verwiesenen Dich an?" Albert Lindner, Die
Gegenwart No. I. 1873.
3. Albert Lindner. (See note on page 30)
4. Karl Frenzel, "Deutsche Rundschau" 1874-85. p. 147
"Die strenge Theaterzensur und die Rucksicht der Hoftheater in
dem Zeitraum vor 1830-1855 ( verb inderten die freie Entwichelung
des Dramas) Alle Trauerspiele j ener Zeit die man ietzt wieder zu
beleben sucht Immerman's Andreas Hofer
t
Mindings Papst Sixtus V
,
wollen auf der Euhne keine Wurzeln fassen. Den Schaden den man
damals dem deutschen Lustspiel zugefugt hat, ist jetzt nicht wieder
gut zu machen."
Karl Frenzel, Deutsche Rundschau 1874-75. p. 147.
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Brunold also considers the failure of Sixtus V to estab
lish itself on the German stage due to purely external conditions
" rhich very often" he says, "decide the success of a drama. "1 The
drama appeared in the wrong time on both occasions. Its first
appearance brought it in conflict with the reactionary policy of the
government because it was too fullof liberal tendencies, and its
reappearance came when the German people had recently attained their
longed-for political rights and now no doubt saw an unwelcome auto-
crat in S ixtus V . This time also marked the end of the political
power of the popes in Rome. Thus it is easy to understand that an
autocratic, despotic Pope was not in sympathy with the audience.
Such a ruler reminded the people of unpleasant days gone by, Neither
was such a ruler desirable to people with socialistic or republican
ideals. The thought of an absolute sovereign was still too fresh
in their minds and the time to appreciate S ixtus V purely as a noble
work of art, had not yet come.
Fritz Seger gives us very plausible reasons in an article
of the Vossische Zeitung why Sixtus V came to naught in the seventies
This article is all the more valuable since it appeared in recent
years, (1S13). He also maintains that failure was due to external
obstacles. 3 After the founding of the Empire, there came the years
1. Fr. Brunold, Literarische Frinnerungen I.
2. Und doch ist das '"erk vergessen worden ,weil auch dieses Mai
wiederpussere Grunde und Hindernisse auftauchten, gegen die sich die
innere Macht der Poesie nicht behaupten konnte . Die Jahre 1670-60,
bezeichnen in keiner Kinsicht eine Ruhmesepoche fur die deutsche
Kunst. Selten war das Echte und Reine weniger popular wie damals . Da-
zu ist die Hauptfigur des Mindingschen Dramas ein Papst, ein sehr
liberaler Mann, obschon im despotischen Temperament, dem man es wohl
anmerkt, dasz er kurz vor 1648 (und nicht 1585 seines Geistes
Gepr'age empfangen hat.) Und weder jener Liberalismus noch iiberhaupt
das Papstum erfreut sich der Gunst unserer Intendanten, und ein Fr.
Haase
. cb#ohl er fur die Titelrolle scir./armte, suchte sich bald
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of great material progress in building up the nation at a tremen-
dous speed which tended to absorb all other activities and thoughts
There were many difficult problems to solve, among them the
"Kulturkampf
"
, a fierce religious conflict between the Protestant
government and the Catholic power; the growth of socialism with
its radical democratic tendencies, commercial expansion, the rapid
expansion of German industries, and the reconstruction of the
economic life, all of which were problems that were not conducive
to the development of art and aesthetic appreciation.
Another reason that Seger gives for the failure of
Minding f s tragedy is the fact that Papst Sixtus V was Minding 's
only work* and that quantity is as important as quality for the
success of an author. Besides this unfortunate fact we must
remember that Minding was unknown to the nation as a poet. His
life is almost a closed book to the German people, and the admira-
tion for the personality of an author always attaches itself to
his work. We love Schiller's and Goethe's works because their
personality and their lives make a strong appeal to our hearts
and endear their works to us.
It appears that Minding' s words to Tasso are prophetic
of his own sad fate.
'".Venn ein Jahrtausend unser Leben deckt,
Dann wird die Welt erst unsere Namen wagen."^
weniger gewaltige Charaktere."
Fritz Seger, Julius Mindi ng Vossische Zeitung, No. 396, 1913.
1. Fritz Seger, Vossische Zeitung no. 396, 1913
2, Papst Sixtus V
, p. 109.
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CHAFTER IV.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF SIXTUS V.
The sources from which the poet in all probability drew
his material for the drama, furnished Minding the historical
background for his play, as is evident as soon as these sources
are studied clcsely.
Much of the data concerning Sixtus V has been handed
down in legendary form; cleverly Minding has gathered these legends
together and has combined them with historical facts as noted in
the prolog, and then has recast them with poetic license into a
work of art of the first rank.
For the historical background of Sixtus V
,
Minding seems
on the whole to have followed Ranke's "History of the Popes" to-
gether with Leti's account and other sources which are given in
the appendix of Ranke's work.
Of Leti, Ranke says that he writes from sources "not to
be trusted far" and that the Pope's "pretending debilities and se-
clusion, which has acquired so much celebrity is an addition by
Leti." 1 The Sixtus V , of Minding who totters along with the help
of a stick, bent and coughing, and living in seclusion, but who,
after his election, throws away his stick, stands up erect and strong
and threatens the people with the power which he has wen by clever
deceit, is based on Leti's account.-
Following Ranke's statement that "the intrigues of the
conclave led to his nomination" Minding has worked out the wonder
-
1. Ranke's Hist, of the Popes. Appendix Section IV. p. 327-28.
3. Ranke says that "the critic will 6ee the a prior i improbability
cf p.11 this; it is not by such means that men reach the highest
dignities" "But he displayed extraordinary self-control." Ranke's
History of the Popes, p.ii3
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ful dramatic scenes showing a crafty old man seeking the nomination
by feigning weakness so as to gain the Jesuits, who see in such a
man a desirable tool. 1 Then he disrupts the other parties by
creating among- them a feeling of envy and jealousy, and thus finally
secures his own nomination and election. An original document^ in
the Vatican says of Sixtus' nomination that "though he did not dis-
play an open ambition, still he did not omit ceremonious offices
.?hich the time and place required, humbling himself to the cardi-
nals, visiting them and making them offers, and in return received
favors and offers from them." "Before the assembly of the conclave
he did this with Farnese and afterwards with Medici and Este. On
the evening before the election he visited Cardinal Madruzzi and
Cardinal Altemps ."-
-Minding combined some of the incidents related
here with Leti's account of the election, which is a modified ver-
sion of some document and which reads as follows? "Montalto kept
to his chamber and did not go out to the conclave, pretending to be
quite worn out and beyond the reach of human aid. He went out but
seldom, and when he did go out, as to celebrate mass, or to the
chapel, he departed with a certain air of indifference. !: 2 Minding's
hero pretends that he is a victim of a fatal disease and receives
in his own chamber Farnese and Buocampagno and the Jesuit^ Toledo
,
with whom he discusses the coming papal election and wins their
support apparently against his will.
1. A similar story as that. told by Leti of Sixtus V, is also told
of an earlier Pope - Paul III . --Ranke *s Hist, of the Popes ,Appeno ix
p . 3SS .
2. "A report of 1574 describes Montalto as learned and. prudent but
also as malicious and crafty." But genuine narratives of these pro-
cedings state, "that all things considered, he was still hale of years
his age being 64, and that he was of a strong, healthy constitution."
Panke, p. 113; (1) Appendix p. 398; Appendix p. 397-98.
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Minding's Sixtus "begins his reign with a complete pro-
gram. He announces that he will restore old forgotten laws, purge
the Church of evil practices and give to every man his rightful
place, his peace, and justice. The historical Pope Sixtus V, makes
a similar speech in the consistory saying that "two things have en-
gaged his attention: the administration of justice and the attain-
ment of plenty. Should his own power and the help of others fai 1
him, God would send him legions of angels to punish the malefactors^
The Pope of the drama relies upon his own strength and at once sets
out to modify the laws and old established customs. The people
receive food as a coronation gift "but he refuses to distribute
money, as Buocampagno requests in view of the ancient custom of
Rome. 2 His treatment of the banditti bears close relation to the
historical account. Very drastic measures are taken. Instead of
granting them the amnesty for which the cardinal asks Sixtus V,
he orders the banditti to be hanged. ^ A historical account says:
"Not a day passed without executions; everywhere in the woods and
in the fields stakes were to be seen with the heads of bandits im-
paled on them. "4- The banditti scene in Papst Sixtus V in which a
bandit leader comes to Rome in open daylight to carry on his theft
and criminal occupation under the protection of the police and with
the hope of obtaining amnesty from the Pope after his election
1. Panke's Hist, of the Popes. Appendix p. 398 and p. 417.
2. Euoc. "Consider the ancient custom. The Caesars and consuls and
prefects have invented it to Tin the people; Sixtus: "A heathen
inheritance for Saint Peter's chair. I will have none of that."
3. The carrying of short weapons was forbidden. Four men from
Cora nearly related to each other were taken with such weapons
upon them, "On the next day the time for the coronation the oppor-
tunity was taken to intercede for the young men's pardon. Sixtus
replied: 'While I live criminals must die.' The very day all four
were hanged on one gallow by the bridge of St. Angels* Ranke's Hist,
of the Popes, p. 113.
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as it was customary, 1 has a close parallel in the historical ac-
counts given "by Ranke and others of the frightful, lawless condi-
tion in Italy where bands of robbers lurked in every nook and
corner and under organized leadership defied all law and order. 3
A contemporary of Sixtus V, Sangenes ius , 3 writes three
years after Sixtus' death that he was "magnanimous , but prone to
anger. Not a slave to sleep; he was never seen to pass a leisure
moment unoccupied with thoughts of study or business." Magnanimity
is one of the chief characteristics of our hero. The great crown-
gift to the people is to be peace, order, and justice. His aim
is to see all mankind happy on earth by bringing heaven closer to
man. "We shall be free and blessed here on earth." He is prone to
anger whenever anyone thinks of crossing his plans as did
Buocampagno, who demanded amnesty for all criminals, or later, as
did Toledo, who wanted to interfere with the Pope's plans in the
^.(See p.3i) Ranke's Hist, of the Popes, pages 113 and 114.
1. The weakness of Gregory's government aggravated the mischief.
Amnesty was granted to some and assumed by others. —Ranke's History
of the Popes p'o, 106-107. Ranke's History of the Popes. Appendix
p . 408
.
2. Murders and robbers (formerly peaceful citizens) adopted this
kind of life to escape the hands of the Jesuits. Companies of ban-
dits and assassins combined for the purpose of violence and blood-
shed, and plunders were noted for their crime and cruelty. The
most criminal and those who perpetrated the greatest atrocities
were held in the highest honor and endowed with titles. Even
churches were robbed of their holy utensils, all roads were in-
fested by these desultory marauders."
3. Ranke's Hist, of the Popes. Appendix p. 408.
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election of his successor. Sixtus tolerated no contradiction.
1
To carry out his momentous schemes he had to rule with supreme
authority until a higher stage of development has "been reached.
After a busy day he is found still at work in the late hours of
the night, thinking and discussing the program of his government
and. welfare of humanity.
History speaks of Sixtus V as most successful in the
administration of revenues of his state. He succeeded in raising
a great public fund which he hoarded in the treasure. In 1588
after three years of his reign as Pope he had amassed three million
Seudi in gold. He was both unscrupulous and unmerciful in raising
revenues. He raised money by selling offices; "he created many
new offices and sold every one of these. In 1587 he imposed taxes
on most laborous callings such as towing vessels up the Tiber with
oxen or horses," on fire wood, on wine and on silks, etc., heaping
"burden upon burden". A Jew by the name of Lopez from Spain was
his financial adviser.
2
Minding f s Sixtus on the other hand is wise, just, and
benevolent, and impartial to all, 3 and the citizens were willing
to bear the burden of taxation in return for public safety and
freedom from the assaults of the bandits. 4 It is true, however,
1. "Sixtus V, ruled with a firm hand, he was severe, decisive
but partial in his general measures.. Under Sixtus men had every-
thing to fear the moment they offered to withstand him." Ranke's
Hist, of the Popes, p. 115. Minding 's Sixtus tells Buocampagno,
who demands amnesty for the criminals r "I am not mode for contra-
dictions. The Pope commands and you must obey."
3. Ranke's History of the Popes, pp. 117-119.
3. Papst Sixtus V, p. 84
4. Ranke's Hist, of the Popes, p. 114; (2) p. 183.
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that the Sixtus V of history also blessed his country "with peace
and security .
"
A historical passage in Ranke describes Sixtus V as self-
opinioned, high-handed, dogmatical, and obstinate, of inward
thoughts, not unsusceptible to changes, capable of being gained
over to new views, at bottom good, always of an open mind to new
ideas. Minding has sifted out these elements of open-mindedness
,
of inward thoughts and of goodness at bottom. The hero of the
drama is void of partiality "and of such selfishness which would
diffuse his own splendor and that belonging to his family, his
birthplace, and subordinate everything to the church", 2 as history
describes him. Instead of subordinating everything to the church,
he says in dying:
"Das ist die Kirche, welche fallen muss,
Wenn Christi Eraut zur Hochzeit soli erstehn."*
According to history Sixtu6 V was "vacillating, irresolute
between two parties in a critical moment. His soul was filled with
the strife of those elements that parted the world between them,"
(Catholics and Protestants). Minding's S ixtus V , is always reso-
lute, his path is clear to him; his goal was the betterment of
the whole human race. The idea of tolerance in religion may be
taken from the historical Pope's conflict between the two religious
parties. The other characteristics are based on contrast, the
resolute and decided over against the irresolute and vacillating.
1. "Papst Sixtus V p. 140
2. Ranke's History of the Popes, pp 118-122; (2) p. 181
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In regard to the remarkable architectural enterprises of
Sixtus V, history and the drama both correspond, 1 with the only-
difference that the dramatist has not given space to all the
marvelous structures completed under Sixtus V, as a complete enum-
eration of these works would not have added anything to the dramati
effects. A great difference, however, exists in the conception
of architectural values and beauty, and in the recognition of the
educational values that art and beauty have. The historical Pope,
according to Ranke
,
1 was "utterly insensible to the beauty of
antiquity; he demolished the Septizonium of Severus to the very
foundation, a remarkable work that survived for many centuries,
and carried some of the pillars to St. Peter. He said that he
would clear away the ugly antiquit ies. " He thought of utterly
destroying the admirable, sublime monument of the tomb of
Cecelia Matella. "How much may have perished under his hand had
he lived.'" exclaims Ranke. Here again we find that Minding dif-
fers in hi6 characterization from the historical account. His
here is a wide-awake man with a fine sense of beauty, who loves
and encourages art because it creates beauty and harmony out of
chaos. He entertains artists like Michel Angelo, poets like
Tasso, and scientists like Galilei and shows a profound under-
standing and appreciation of their work, so that Michel Angelo
cries out to him: "Two such Popes would build the Olympus anew."
He understands the inmost soul of the poet Tasso, and is willing
to learn from Galilei.
i. (See note 1, p. 34)
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Th e conspiracy and tragic death of Sixtua have no
historical back-ground; they are the poet's own ingenious inven-
tions and will be discussed elsewhere. According to the drama he
suddenly falls from the pinnacle of power when in sight of the
realization of his glorious goal, while according to history his
end is characterized by a great falling from power due to his
suspicion and to his vacillating attitude towards various parties.
The banditti seized this opportunity of his infirmity and came
into power again. "In this weak and undecided situation Sixtus V
died August 27, 1590. 1,1
There seems to be very little historical reality in the
other characters of the drama. In Ranke's "History of the Popes",
2
Toledo is spoken of as a Jesuit and a fearless preacher, who said
in a sermon in allusion to Gallo, a former servant to Sixtus V,
that it was "sinful to bestow a public appointment in requital for
private service." Another report speaks of Toledo 3 as "among the
cardinals none contributed so much to grant absolution (to Henry IV)
as did the Jesuit Toledo by his spirit of concession, his concilia-
tion measures, and his personal influence over the Pope."
Disregarding the historical records, Minding has com-
pletely changed this character. In the drama it is the general
of the Jesuits, a shrewd, intriguing man who wishes to see Montalto
elected to the papal chair because of his physical weakness, which
1. "Because different opinions divided Italy, Tuscany, and Venice
from Naples and Milan and the Pope was not able to decide for either,
he incurred the suspicion now of one, now of the other, and the
banditti again sprang up once more."- Ranke, Hist, of the Popes.p,18J
2. Page 116
3. Page 30?

appeared promising to the Jesuits in their efforts to gain full
control over the Pope for the benefit of their order. After
Montalto is elected and shows himself in his true colors, Toledo
sees his ambitious plans seriously endangered and begins to plot
against the Pope. When the Pope realizes that Toledo is dangerous
to his cause and exiles the Jesuit t0 Poland, the latter hurried-
ly confers with his private secretary, Morosini, who immediately
carries out Toledo's plans to kill Sixtus V, by inducing Mathilde,
a convenient tool, to administer poison to the Pope. The plot
succeeds and the Jesuits' triumph over Sixtus V, is complete.
This private secretary to Toledo, Morosini,* according to history
was a nuncio to France upon whose correspondences Tempesti bases his
history of the "Life of Sixtus V."
The only mention made by Ranke and others of the Farnese,
the Medici, and the Este is that the Cardinal Montalto visited
them and made offers to them for offers and favors in return be-
fore the assembly of the conclave.^ Other statements say that "the
old antagonists of the Medici and Farneci vied with the Popes,"
and that the "election was effected by the special exertions of
Cardinal Alessandrino and Cardinal Rusticucci who gained over to
his inter 3St Cardinals d'Este and de Medici, to no small dis-
pleasure of Cardinal Farnese." In the drama, Farnese is an ambi-
tious cardinal who is a candidate to the3 tiara, and who visits
Montalto in view of gaining his support in the papal election.
1. Ranke 's Hist, of the Popes. Appendix p. 400
2. Ranke 's Hist, of the Popes. Appendix p. 417
3. Appendix p. 417
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The Medici and the Este act their part behind the scene.
The character of Mariana has very little historical con-
nection. Minding has changed him from a broadminded Jesuit who
"elaborated with particular zest the sovereignty of the people" 1
to an a-mbitious nobleman who interceded for the rights of the
people, largely, however, for the personal interest he had in
Mathilde. Later on in the drama, Mariana's revolutionary activity
seems to have been taken from an account of the banditti who
marched to Rome under the leadership cf three different men, 2 and
in the drama we read that the exiled Mariana returns with a revo
lutionary party to overthrow Sixtus V, but is captured and hanged.
Outside of these two incidents, Mariana is a pure invention by
the poet himself.
The only woman character in the drama has no historical
background whatsoever. She seems to be a creation of the poet's
o#n soul. In the incident in which she urges Mariana to revolt
against the existing government, she bears close resemblance to
Eertha in Schiller's Wilhelm Tell , who urges her husband to take
joint action against Gessler. Mathilde, however, is far more
revolutionary in spirit than Bertha. She seems to typify the
liberal spirit in Germany during the forties. On the whole, how-
ever, Mathilde has so few points cf contact with other dramatic
characters that she stands out unique in the world of literature.
1. Ranke's Hist, of the Popes, p. 177
3. Ranke's Hist, of the Popes". Sixtus V" p. 185
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CHAPTER V.
TECHNIQUE OF PAPST SIXTUS V.
STRUCTURE.
The technique of Papst Sixtus V, in its nature is rather
complex. Four conflicting parties are striving for political
supremacy and leadership. There are three antagonists: first, the
oppressed people's party, lead by the nobility and represented by
Math iIde and Mariana: second, the old Catholic church-rule depend-
ent upon the priest-politics represented by the Cardinals Farnese,
Buocanipagno
,
Alexander, and the Medici; third, the Order of the
Jesuits headed by Toledo, general of the Jesuits, and his private
secretary, Morosini. The protagonist or hero, Montalto, stands
alone in the drama. His entire strength rests upon his own power-
ful personality; the only support he finds consists of the opposi-
tion which develops among his three antagonists.
Pope Gregory is dead and now each of the four opposing
parties is seeking to gain a higher degree of political power. The
people's party is contending for more liberty and a return to the
glorious days when Rome was a commanding world power. The old
Catholic church party and the Order of Jesuits are each striving
to get possession of the papal chair in order to promote their own
respective spheres of interest, while the old Cardinal, Montalto,
in his turn is seeking the election to the tiara to secure absolute,
unselfish control of the Church and its political power in order to
realize his ideals of a strong, yet liberal government for the well-
being of all mankind. Thus we have a real dramatic conflict com-
posed of four opposing forces.
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The key-note of the drama is struck in the opening scene
by the conversation between Mathilde and Mariana. This dialogue
is grave and impressive, of a heavy minor chord in a rather low,
somber pitch, suggestive of evil events to follow. Mathilde is
displeased because Mariana, her lover, in whom she sees the hero in
the fight for the people's cause, is melancholy, and absent-minded.
Her first words are:
"Ihr seid zerstreut, Antonio. Der Athena
Des Lenzes ist von Bliitenduft nicht schwerer
Als eure Brust von Seufzern.
"
Mariana answers gravely:
"Wohl habt ihr recht.
Doch schwerer als von Duft scheint mir der Lenz
Von hof fnungsloser , trauernder Entsagung."
In this key-note scene we hear about "times of dreary,
sad oppression," about the "priestly reign so burdensome and heavy
as was never tyrant's rule", and about "dull brooding annihiliza-
tion." The whole atmosphere seems to be charged with discontent,
.vith fear and anxiety. Mathilde 's father and brothers have been
slain, the people's misery is increasing, and autocracy is spread-
ing. The Netherlands have been subdued; the fate of Pome hangs in
the balance. Oppression and injustice are increasing. The crowned
Pope is near death; the appropriate time has arrived to usher in a
change in government. "Let the republic rise anew", is the cry of
the nobility and of the people.
The key-note thus is indicative of the mood, of the pas-
oions, and the tendencies of future actions in the drama.
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The exciting force, or "e rregendes Moment " as Freytag
calls it, is the news of the death of Pope Gregory, All the latent
forces are now aroused to action. The Cardinal Montalto receives
this news with apparent calmness. "Der Herr verleih' ihm Friede
(May the Lord grant him peace)," or still more laconically "Du
sagst es (Thou sayest it)" as the original reads, is all he says to
the messenger, who brings him this information. But concealed un-
derneath this stoic composure a world of thought and of invincible
will-power is stirring and is longing to express itself in action.
"Todt, todt! —Zu lange wars Gregorius.'
Nun endlich todt! Jetzt ist die rechte Zeit;
Das Ziel ist nahe ! Zitternd greift die Hand:
Mein ist der Schlussel und ich will ihn halten!
Herein in meine Schlingen Adler: Macht .'
"
Montalto cries out in his monologue with wonderful effect.
The old church party and the Jesuits are set in commotion.
A new Pope is to be chosen. Their own interests are the first con-
sideration. Gregory is a disappointment to the Jesuits. Now is the
time to select a Pope who will guard their interest, a Pope whom
they may rule.
"Gregor hat una geteuscht. Wir hatten uns
Zu sehr darauf verlassen, ihn zu leiten,
Zu sehr darauf, dass er der Unsure sei. —
Die Zeit ist unser."
utters Toledo; and now the machina-t ions for the nomination and elec-
tion of the Pope begin. Very cleverly Montalto knows how to play
into the hands of all parties. His feigned physical inability de-
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lud.ee the Jesuits, and by cunning manipulation he etirs up envy
and jealousy in the Farnesi, Medici, and the Este factions and
assures himself of their support.
To calm the feelings of the audience excited by the in-
trigues and machinations of the cardinals in their choice of the
Pope, Minding has effectively introduced a lively bandit scene in
the streets of Rome, in which the corrupt conditions under Gregory's
reign are vividly portrayed. The scene has been motivated in the
key-note scene. Bandits no doubt have killed Mathilde's father and
brothers. Mariana appears on the scene just as the banditti under
the protection of the sbirre are fighting with the citizens. The
weight of Mathilde's words are brought home to him. He feels that
he must act; and consequently allies himself with the citizens'
party. Just then Montalt o appears and at once recognizes that
Mariana is trying to 'win the people for a revolutionary cause.
"Du oder ich, so Gott will"
he says. Trouble is in store for the future.
The initial impulse in the Mariana-Math ilde plot is em-
phasized in a scene between the two. Mathilde rejoices over the
stand that her lover has taken in the banditti scene, but Mariana
becomes disheartened at the task before him, and he suggests to
Mathilde to go with him and live in peace in some foreign country.
Eut Mathilde is too patriotic to share that view and threatens to
leave him unless he will act. This thought of possibly losing her
makes him subservient to her will at once, aid he humbly vows :
"So rehm' ich jetzo iiber mich das Kreuz
,
Dich zu gewinnen, oder war' es nicht
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In deinem Schau'n den Tod."
The action now rises rapidly to the climax. Montalto is
busily contriving to overcome the opposition of the old church as
well as that of the people's party led by Mariana. A street
scene at night is skillfully introduced to show the secret strife
between Mariana and Montalto. Mariana comes with a lantern and
posts bills on the statues of Marforio and Pasquin to make the
statues speak for him to the people. Montalto steals in after him
and replaces the bills by others/will further his cause. The
citizens find them the next morning and, as they read them, the
watchful Mariana enters to counteract Montalto T s irork, seeing that
he has been outwitted. A revolution must be planned immediately.
He tells the people of the great wrongs and impositions to which
they are subjected, he flatters them and appeals to their honor.
" Ihr seid Manner noch, ihr habt
Nooh Einsicht, Recht und Unrecht zu erkennen,
Noch Arme, das erkannte Recht zu wahren.
Nein, noch ist nichts verloren, wenn ihr wollt."
Eei euch noch ist's in Rom Gesetz zu geben."
That strikes home.
"0 fuhr uns nur; wir tuen, was ihr ratet."
they cry out. Mariana now organizes the citizens for a revolt on
a plan similar to the one devised for the revolutionary meeting
on Rutli in Schiller's ^ilhe lm Tel l. The people fere to gain
follo'wers for their cause, organize under captains from each ward,
and then remain quiet and wait for further directions from Mariana.
Mar: "Eis ihr von mir ein Weit'res habt gehort,
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Bleibt still und ruhig."
While Mariana's plot is developing in the rising action,
Montalto adds new fuel to the selfish motives and envy amongst
the cardinals of the old church party and reaps the advantage of
their discord. Each faction now would rather support the old
feeble cardinal than cooperate with one another. Toledo, general
of the Jesuits, recognizes that Montalto is using their motto to
gain his end, but since it was done for the aggrandizement of the
church, Toledo absolves him from all sin and promises him his sup-
port .
This brings us to the climax in the wonderful scene of
the conclave which Karl Frenzel, the eminent critic, describes as
"one of the grandest and most excellent pictures for an audience,
a picture which in its color and tone even surpasses the citizen
scene in Julius Caes ar:'
The tragic incident comes at the close of this magnifi-
cent scene. Montalto has been elected Pope Sixtus V. Now comes
the surprising transformation in the frail old man. He lays aside
his assumed frailty, seized the reins of the papal government with
a firm hand, and announces his policy to an astonished and trembling
people
.
"Der Tag, der leuchtet, soil nicht untergehen,
Eevor er eine voile Tat geschaut.
Ich will auf 's neu' verfallenes Gesetz erwecken;
Austreiben aus der Kirche Heiligtum
Unwurdiges Gezucht." — Ich will
Jedwedem wiedergeben seinen Platz,
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Jedweden seine Ordung und sein Recht."
In these words lie the elements of the tragic fate of
Papst Sixtus V . The Jesuits feel that they have been deceived
and defeated in their aims. The nobility and the people distrust
him. While his policy sounds benevolent, he at the same time saya
with a ring of true despotism:
"Wag' es keiner Sie (meine Kraft) zu versuchen."
Immediately following the climax and the tragic incident
there is a sudden
.
unexpected change, an almost disturbing fall in
the action. From the overpowering, picturesque conclave-scene,
ire are suddenly taken to a private room where we find Mathilde and
Mariana in a conversation plotting against the newly elected Pope
v'hom they feel they cannot trust. This scene makes a serious in-
cision in the dramatic action. What we would expect is to see
Sixtus V at work as Frenzel points out.*
In the previous scenes we felt that there was nothing
accidental, nothing mystical in the action, which proceeded accor-
dirg to the laws of stern necessity. Everything developed
naturally from the given situations in which the will of ambi-
tious characters expressed itself. The poet has, however, not con-
vinced us of the necessity of the scene between Mathilde and
Mariana. This scene does not fit in well with the setting; and
yet, while retarding the action, it can hardly be omitted, if
Mariana's future action as head of the revolutionists is to be
intelligently understood, since it motivates and makes Mariana's
future action as the leader of the revolt intelligible. Neither
1. Karl Frenzel, Berliner Dramaturgie, Papst Sixtus V .
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could this scene be postponed and placed immediately before the
uprising, because there .vould have to be some intervening time
between the final plans and the actual carrying out of the revolt.
However that may be, the scene remains one of the weak spots in
the drama.
After this retarding scene we find the Pope, who was "not
made for contradictions", at work meting out justice to the op-
pressed as well as to the criminals, disregarding all established
customs and corrupt practices of the former papal rulers. When
the day's work is done, Sixtus V opens his great and good heart
to the chaplain and discusses the benevolent plans he has of
bringing salvation to all suffering humanity. It is a solemn,
impressive hour, and it wins the sympathy of the audience for the
formerly crafty old man. This serenely peaceful and sacred hour
of an all embracing love for mankind is suddenly shocked out of
existence by tumultuous cries of revolt. But Sixtus V is equal
to the situation. The rabble which is still unconsciously true
to the church, suddenly forgets its revolutionary intent and falls
upon its knees as the Pope commands and shows them the monstrance
or the cross. Mariano alone stands and is sent to exile.
This scene may be considered the climax in the nobility
plot while the immediately following exile marks the tragic inci-
dent. The whole scene is drawn with the highest degree of
dramatic skill and its effect on the stage must be tremendous.
Five years elapse between the end of Act III and the be-
ginning of Act IV, which we must regard as a serious break in the
action. In the opening scene of Act IV, the Pope receives dis-
tinguished visitors, such as Michel Angelo, Tasso, and Galilei,
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apparently to impress the audience with the high degree of intelli-
gence and the wide sphere of interest of Sixtus V, and the value
he places on art and science, as factors in spiritual and material
progress for the human race.
This scene, no doubt, is interesting to the reader, since
it brings him in contact with great artists and scientists of the
old world, but from a theatrical point of view, it retards the
action and it introduces characters that have nothing to do with
the development of the drama excepting that it serves as a further
characterization of the hero. We might, however, consider this
scene as an arrest of the catastrophe, and as a means to emphasize
the tragic end of Sixtus V when it comes.
The drama now hastens with striking dramatic effect to
the crisis -deed. Toledo comes to Sixtus V to verify the rumor that
he intends to change the mode of electing popes by choosing his own
successor. Both men stand face to face, man to man, looking into
each other's hearts. Sixtus V sees his mortal enemy before him
and says
:
"Was meint ihr zu Franz is ko von Toledo,
Gen'ral der Jesuiten, Furst der Kirche,
Des Papstes best em Freunde und Vertrauten:
Am Tore vor der Engelsburg gehangt."
To his fatal mistake Sixtus V exiles Toledo to Warsaw
instead. The latter seizes the opportunity to communicate with
his private secretary, Mcrosini, whom Mathilde is ju3t visiting,
to get consolation in her psychic crisis over the uncertain fate
of her exiled lover. A messenger now arrives from Toledo, who
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grants Morosini full power to act and also tells him thot Mariana
has been captured and will be hanged at this moment. Quick action
now is necessary. Morosini thinks of Mathilde. She is the tool
to deal the death blow to Sixtus V. 1 She is already disheartened
and now Morosini tells her that her lover is to be hanged and only
the assassination of the Pope can save his life. She must now
choose between her lover and the Pope. She also feels that she is
guilty of Mariana's fate and must save him. A little poison will
save him as Morosini says. The die is cast.
With fine artistic skill Minding introduces a final
arrest of the catastrophe by inserting a citizen scene. A wonder-
ful view of grand architectural accomplishments under Sixtus V
opens before our eyes. Happy citizens in full enjoyment of free-
dom and plenty in a new golden age enliven the picture. But coming
events are also casting their shadows before. Some unknown powers
seem to be at work shaping the future. The citizens feel an un-
certainty, in spite of their happiness.
Zweiter Burge r: Und gebt Acht, es gibt noch mehr,
Dr itter Burge r: Ich glaube selbst, es regt sich etwas.
Erster Burger : Wohl mbglich. Seine Zeit ist noch
nicht urn.
Wenn der Papst heut ' sturbe, mbchte
Der Pbbel jubeln, den im Zaum er halt.
i.Moro: Ein Mittel jetzt, denn sterben muss er — sterben.'
Ein Werkzeug— sicher, fest, verschwiegen, wertlos,
Das man Zerbrechen kbnnte nach der Tat,
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These forebodings motivate the catastrophe to which the
action now rapidly proceeds. It is in this crisis -deed especially
that the poet proves himself to be a great master of intense
dramatic situations. The Pope has just dismissed Galilei in calm
repose; his heart is filled with joy over his work that he has
done for the uplift of humanity. It is early morning, and Sixtus V,
comes with a procession from St. Peter's Church where he read high
mass and where Mathilde served as a chorister. After blessing the
people, the Pope remains with Mathilde and opens to the disguised
chorister his great soul, and in the ecstacy of religious feeling
and profound love for all mankind, he basks in the apparently in-
nocent eyes of the girl.
"Nun komm, mein Kind. Dem Ew'gen haben wir
Den schuld'gen Zoll gebracht. In deiner Unschuld
Lass nooh ein Weilchen meine Seele baden,"
he says. What a tremendous contrast in the thoughts that fill the
very souls of these two characters. Sixtus V, with a heart filled
with divine love and kindness basking in the eyes of what he be-
lieves to be an innocent youth, that recall memories of his own
lost child -hood but which are the eyes of his own murderer.' Think
of the effect that it must have on the mind of the guilty murderer.
Can we be surprised when Mathilde is overcome by the presence of
such a man and now believes where she distrusted before? For a
while her heart is rent with doubt and distraction. "I have killed
the hero of my boldest dreams", she says. And as Sixtus continues,
Nein, Knabe, du verratst mich nicht. Dein Auge
1st klar und rein wie Tau}~was willst du weinen?
1
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Was kennst du von den Rat eeIn dieser Welt,
Dir sind sie fremd. Wie liebe ich in dir
Die holde Jugend, mein verlornes Eden,
and when he tells her she will see her fatherland free and happy,
she "bursts forth, to console herself,
"Zu viel, zu viel. Es kann nicht Wahrheit sein.
Er liigt sich in den Tod; —halt fest mein Herz.'
Antonio is gerettet."
Sixtus V now "begins to feel the effects of the poison, and
as he becomes pale and as death approaches, she is shocked back into
her true feeling of woman. All doubt is gone. Only one thought re-
mains — to save a life.
"Kaplan; hierher. Schafft Rettung! Seht, o sent.'"
she cries out at the top of her voice.
Can we agree with the critic Lindau when he claims that
Mathilde is artificially made to believe in Sixtus' greatness and
therefore we must believe in it, too? Can we believe that nothing
has happened to prove that Sixtus V has wrought anything save from
hearing him tell of his deed to Mathilde T-5-
Slowly death approaches. The chaplain and Galilei, who,
as a scientist, now takes the role of a physician, come in, and as
a truly great man, Sixtus V unfolds his inmost soul once more, and
with great thoughts on his lips he passes away.
The falling action is very short in Papst Sixtus V .
Toledo and Morosini, the representatives of the Jesuits, come in
1. Paul Lindau, Die Gegenwart, 1874. Vol. 4-6, p. 331.
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to inherit the kingdom after the enemy has been slain. Mathilde,
their tool in the tragic act, becomes insane when she hears from
Morosini that Antonio has already been hanged the day before.
Galilei stands deeply moved at the loss of his benevolent pro-
tector, the great builder and reformer.
"Nun herrsche wieder lange, dunkle Nacht;
Denn nicht so bald stent dir ein Racher auf",
he says, as the curtains fall upon the tragic scene.

UNITY.
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With the exception of a few scenes, notably the first
scenes of the third and fourth acts, the dramatic action represents
4
a well defined unity, throughout the play. The action grows by
the laws of necessity out of the nature of the characters. Given
situations in which men and women must express their will and play
their part or deny their individuality determine their actions.
Sixtus V, driven by a dominating' will-power, could not have acted
otherwise in order to realize his ideals when the opportunity came
after Pope Gregory's death. He had to defeat his selfish, ego-
istic opponents by their own deceitful methods or renounce the
ideals and moral obligation he felt towards erring humanity. His
vill-power commanded him to act *nd not renounce. The actions of
Mathilde were determined by her own fate and patriotism. Selfish
interests were the deciding factors in the actions of the other
characters
.
When the critic Lindau maintains that we have "a lot of
little plays but no play" in Papst Sixtus V , he forgets, or fails
to see, that each new scene forms in the chain of action, a link
which, though complete in itself, is definitely linked to the pre-
ceding and to the following, as it were, 2 with the one exception
which occurs between the third and fourth acts. 3
l."Das ganze ist aus einem Guss, wie Mann es nicht oft ira
Alltagsleben zu seha bekommt." Karl Frenzel, Berliner
Dramaturgie, Papst Sixtus V .
3. Der Aufban der Tragbdie ist unter strenger Berucks ichtigung
der dramatischen Gesetze and mit voller Steigerund dee In-
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MOTIVATTON
.
Each determining action is carefully mot iv ted, so that
the audience may anticipate in the outcome with reasonable safety.
The Jesuits reveal us their interests, and we know how they will
react towards the new Pope. We see Montalto playing his game be-
fore the election and we feel sure of his- success. He reveals to
us his policy when elected and we know that he will have all of his
constituents for his enemy, including Mathilde and Mariana, We can
anticipate that Mariana's insurrection is doomed to failure, be-
cause he (Mariana) acts not from patriotic motives, nor from his
own initiative. A woman urges him on, thinks for him, and he acts
to please and win her. Such a character cannot stand before the
iron will of Sixtus V.
When the Pope announces his policy after the election,
Toledo alone remains firm when all the rest tremble before the new
Pope who threatens all who will dare oppose him with the exercise
of his power. There is an inflexible will in Toledo, a resolve to
act at a given opportunity, and when Sixtus V plans to perpetuate
his power and exiles Toledo because he is dangerous to papal policy,
the time has come to apply the Jesuit's motto. Toledo must choose
between the Jesuit's interest and the Pope's. The latter choice
will mean suicide to the order, therefore the Pope must die.
teresses bis zum Schluss ausgefuhrt Deutsche allgemeine
Zeitung, 1870. No. 87
3. Pasz vom dritten zum vierten Acte keir, eigentlicher Ubergang
stattfindet, sondern die Handlung vollig abgebrochen wird,
schadet der eigentlichen Wirkung bedeutend.
Neue Zuriger Zeitung, 187, No. 33
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CHARACTERIZATION.
It is in the portraying of his characters that Minding
shows himself an artist of the foremost raiik, who may well take
his place among the great poets of German classical literature.
When we read Papst Sixtus V
,
we feel at once that we have human
beings before us, with both good and selfish motives, beings who
live, who love and hate, who make others happy or miserable, shape
their world as human beings such as we know. 1
The hero is a most remarkable creation. He stands out
with definite, strong individualistic features; he has perfect con-
trol over himself and dominates, even creates his world around him-
self. His wants and actions are definite and clear to him just as
they are to W ilhelro Tell
,
and in contrast to Hamlet
,
to Wallenstein
and to Rudolf in Gillparzer's Bruderzwist
,
characters who cannot
decide to act. We hear Sixtus V speak arid we know how he will act.
2
Minding has molded into this one character the historical and
legendary traits of Pope Sixtus V, the ideas of Rienzi and
Ganganelli, and the liberal tendencies of Germany in the reactionary
period. 3 While those character traits are taken from widely
different sources and from various historical periods, they are
nevertheless cast in a perfect oneness, that does honor to the
author and ?ives the actor a wonderful opportunity to express his
1. "The characters are drawn in bold, powerful traits, a deep
psychic study is apparent everywhere." --Die Morgenpost,
i66£. No. 322.
2. "Sixtus V, is drawn truthfully and in definite lives in the
first act."—Karl Frenzel, Berliner Dramaturgie. P apst
S ixtus V.
3. Julius Grosse, Munch ner Prophylaen, i869 . No. 46.

]artistic ability cr. the stage.-
The most remarkable character and the most difficult to
analyze after Sixtus V is Mathilde. She is intensely patriotic
with republican tendencies; of heroic boldness, she stops short of
nothing to attain her goal. She grants to see a ne.T Fome rise from
the moral decay, where corrupt officials make common cause with
the bandits and oppress the citizens. She despises all men .The
are not willing to act at any price; she even feels disgusted .vith
her lever, Mariana, .Then the revolt fails and sends him away in
contempt. Yet remorse with all womanly feelings comes to her when
she fears the safety of her lover in exile ; when she hears that he
is to be executed, she is willing tc er.ter the sanctuary of the
Pope in disguise and poison him to save Mariana. Eut as death over-
takes her victim, she cries for help to save him, and when Morosini
adds tc this tragedy by telling her that her lover has been hanged
the day before and that the Jesuits have duped her, she becomes
At a casual glance it appears that Mathilde falls cut cf
her role-in changing from the part she plays in the first three acts
1, Fs bleibt mir wunderbar, dass Kiinstler wie Ferdienand Bonn,
Fassermann, und Harry Walden auf ihren Tcuren nicht nach
dem Sixtus V", greifen, der ihrem Charakterisierungsver=
mogen sich stimrisch und rcircmisch ganz suszuspielen, ^ussr
erorndliche entgegenkommen wurde . Das Stuck kbrmte sel.st
den Film erobernT ~Fritz Seger, Julius Minding Vossische
Zeitung, Y.o. 3S6. Aug. 7, 1913.
2. "Mathilde wird uns als Fbmerin in Stil Cornelia und Portia
der alten republikanischen Zeit vorgefuhrt. Die Jesuiten^
machen sie zum Ferkzeug den Papst zu vergiften. Recht ei-
gendlich fallen wir darr.it aus dem heroischen Anfang in ein
chriminalreschichtliches Er.de." -Karl Frenzel, Eerliner
Dramaturgie, Papst Sixtus V.
1
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as an intensely patriotic, bold and ambitious woman to a disguised
chorister *.rho poisons the Pope and then regrets so quickly. Eut
we must stray deeper to understand this wonderful character. We
must take into account that in her relentless activity to overthrow
the established government she had an intensely personal interest
as well as a patriotic motive. Her brothers and her father have
fallen prey to the corrupt state of affairs, a fact which Frenzel
has entirely overlooked. In this light we can understand her un-
tiring efforts to overthrow the government that has robbed her of
her own blood; in this light we can see why she does not shrink
from murdering the head of such a government that now calls for the
blood of her lover. And it is only when she stands before the
great man end beholds his deep love and high ideals in the face of
her committed crime that she believes him and when he dies, is
shocked, as it were, into her true womanly feeling. In Mathilde
Minding has depicted a most wonderful and profound character, which
only a thorough study will reveal. One German critic says of
Mathilde , ''She is masterfully and overpower ingly portrayed as is
perhaps no second character in our entire literature , * Vlre must
give the poet all the more credit for this masterful creation, be-
cause no character in any literature or history seems to have
served him as a model. She has been created from the depth of his
own ^reat soul.
1. Allgem. Familien Zeitung 1670. No. 34.
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DICTION, STYLE, METFF.
It is safe to say that Minding' s diction conforms to
the best usage of words and expressions in the German language.
Purity and exactness in the choice of words are carefully observed.
His diction is free from obsolete terms and from foreign influences
such as we often find in the writings of his contemporaries. A
number of words and phrases, however, are taken from current usage
reflecting the political tendencies of his time; but they are
always suited to the subject matter and are never misunderstood.
Minding is a master of style. His constructions are
always clear and forceful in their meaning, observing faithfulness
to the thought he wishes to convey. Occasionally, however, his
style becomes sufficiently rhetorical in the speeches of Mathilde
and of Sixtus V, to remind us of Schiller's dramas, but it is never
stilted. The language, on the whole, however, is remarkably well
adopted to the characters. When the banditti enter upon the scene,
their speech is characterized by gruffness, by unpolished simple
words in contrast to the ornate, and well chosen expressions of
the Jesuits. The language of the common people is naive and natural
composed of short sentences which intend to mean more than they
say. On the other hand, Mariana, the nobleman, often says more
than he means merely to impress the citizens. The Pope's style
is always forceful, figurative, and to the point. He knows what
he wants and he says it in unmistakable terms. The style, however,
is subordinate to the thought that lives and works in the poet's
imagination and dicta.tes the form. It always has an aesthetic
quality, however forceful and rugged the passage may be. It
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abounds in alliterations and in exquisite, well chosen figures
of speech, which animate and enrich the language from the first
to the last sentence in the drama.
The crafty old cardinal Montalto compares himself to a
stealthy fowler, as he softly creeps along before the election.
"Der leise Tritt erhascht ein kbstlich Voglein, Herein in meine
Schlinge Adler: Macht ! " he says to himself as he plans to outwit
his opponents. The bandit, Jacopo, in drawing his sword to defend
himself against the citizens cries out:
"Hoho, gemach! Wem ' s Lebenslicht zu he lie brennt,
Hier hab' ich eine Scheere, es zu putzen!" 1
Montalto calls the statues upon which he posts his bills
"verschwiegene Schw'atzer." Mathilde speaks of Rome as "diese
graugewordene Mutter" and
"Von dem Wittwenmantel
Der alten K'onigin des Erdballs reisst
Sich ieder Eube einen Fetzen los,"^
Certainly a very expressive, apt, and powerful figure.
Montalto characterizes his opponent in a striking figure.
"Wie er stolz
Sich blaht und s_eine steifen wiegt.
Ein rechter Widder, Scnafe auzufuhren.
"
3
This sentence is also a good illustration of the poet'o
use of alliteration.
1. Papst Sixtus V p. 34
2. H p. 10
3. " " p. 59
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With all his seriousness Minding also had a sense of
humor, which comes to expression especially in the citizens and
banditti; a6 for example, when A ndreas , a boastful officer, ex-
plains to the peasants how God created the world,
Andreas ; Ihr seid
Koch von der groben alten Sitte Einer,
Wo niemand sich urn Anstand oder Tit el
Eekiimmerte, wo Alles du und du
Eunt durcheinander ging, wie vor der Schbpfung.
Im Chaos
.
P ietro : Oder auch im P&radies.
Andreas : Die Stande setzte Gott erst spater ein,
Und dann Verwalter, so wie ich , die Eauern
Wuchsen von selber. 1
The humor of the banditti reminds one of the naive humor
of Shakespear's fools,
Jacopo : fto his son) Halt's Maul,
Und merke, was ich frage.' Nun was war's denn,
Lag' hier ein Haufen Gold?
Matteo : Ich steckt ihn ein.
J acop o : Ich auch. Und jener Kramer
Dort an der Ecke und der Fischen driiben,
Und dies Macronenweib, was machten die?
Matteo: Die? Nichts.
J acop o : Warum den nichts?
Matte o: Wir hatten's ja schon eingesteckt.
i. Papst Sixtus V, p. 50 -51.
4
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J acopo ; Eeim heil'gen Jacob, ich
M'ocht 1 nicht Schulmeister sein bei dir. 1
Humor is also expressed in sarcasm, as, for instance,
.hen Mathilde seeing that Mariana's courage is beginning to fail
at the very thought of his strong opponents, exclaims sarcastically:
"Seht dort, — die ekle Fliege an der Wand
Hebt euer Schwert, wir vvollen die erschlagen
.
Many sentences are condensed into prcverb-like expressions
which reminds us of Schiller's W ilhelrn Tel l and of Goethe's Faust .
The following verses are a case in point.
"Was einer ernstlich will, das wird gescheh'n"
"Wir wetzen Sicheln froher, als wir Kbrner streuen"
"Denn was wir selber bauten, ist gebaut .
"
"Blosses Hoffen ist besser nicht als Traumen"
"Was Finsterniss dem Licht, ist Neid dera Gluck."
Minding employs blank verse throughout the play with
a singular purity. His pentameters are almost without any
irregularities, and endure well the comparison with the best verse
that the other great masters of dramatic literature have produced.
The meter is free and easy and full of rhythmic swing. The rhyme
is often used to emphasize the close of many of the finer passages.
Regardless of the fact that Papst Slxtue V was Minding's
first and only drama, his style, his meter, and diction show no
trace of an experimental stage. They are finished products bearing
the true stamp of a creative genius.
1. Papst S \ Ktus V. p.38-2S
2. " " P.S
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CHAPTER VI.
THE THEME IK PAPST SIXTUS V .
The theme or central idea in Papst Sixtus V
,
is the
attainment of salvation and of happiness for all mankind who are
suffering from the results of evil practices in society. The idea
of the lofty aim is summed up in the sentence uttered by Sixtus V,
to the chaplain:
"Einst kommen Tage,
Wo wir der Himmels Hoffnung weniger brauchen,
Weil wir auf Erden frei und selig sind." 1
and in the statement:
"Jedweder gute Mensch ist ein Er loser,
Und jede ^ahrheit ist ein Sakrament."^
This idea of freedom and pursuit of happiness differs from the
vague and conventional notion of these privileges that says
nothing of how such happiness may be attained in that in Sixtus
the path by which this goal may be reached is indicated. Man is
to be given his lawful place that by virtue of his inborn
capabilities belongs to him. The responsibility of procuring this
place for him rests upon the state, since society in its complexity
of activities is largely governed by selfish motives, and as a
result the richer and stronger will naturally dominate the poorer
and weaker. Sixtus V, who represents the state, assumes thi6
responsibility immediately after his election to the papal crown
when he announces
,
"Ich will
Jedwedera wiedergeben seinen Platz."
1. Pajost Sixtus V, p. 87; 3. p. S3 ——-—====
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"Jedwenpeine Ordnung und sein Recht."
The restoration of man to his position that nature has
destined him to occupy and the establishment of law and order are
regarded as the first step in the attainment of the coveted goal.
And since the state represents the highest institution of man
and directs his destinies, it is not only responsible for the
liberty and safety of its subjects but also for their happiness.
Ey giving every man "his place, his order and his rights" it
naturally follows that the state must eliminate such maladjust-
ments in society as permit divisions into privileged classes and
of unequal distributions of material possessions that have been
obtained at the expense of less fortunate individuals. To this
personal freedom and contentment derived from material welfare
there must be added a spiritual freedoms otherwise a state of
happiness would be of short duration, since material possessions
alone would degrade rather than elevate man's spiritual faculties
upon which his happiness depends.
In this respect the idea in Sixtus V , differs from that
of Marquis Posa in Schiller's Don Carlos who wishes hi3 people to
be free and to think. "Geben Sie Gedankenfreiheit, stellen Sie
der Menschheit verlornen Adel wieder her. Der burger sei, was er
zuvorgewesen. Ihn binde keine Pflicht Ale seiner Eruder gleich
ehrwiird'ge Rechte." he says, and then man shall be left free to
work out his own happiness. Posa wishes to see his subjects com-
pletely free from all despotism, because "erzwungnes Werk wird
seines Schbpfers Geist nicht uberdauern." Sixtus V, on the other
hand wishes to establish a strorg centralized government which can
' '
' 1
1
'Pspst
'
Sixtus V
,
p. 75 2. Don Karlos, Verses 3182-83.
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direct the welfare of its people until they have reached a higher
conception of an inner freedom that will subordinate the idea of
searching for happiness in material gain.
According to Sixtus V's plan, man's inner freedom is
to be attained through an active life of voluntary deeds. To the
monk who believes he can find salvation in the monastery by fast-
ing and praying, he exclaims .
"Ein uppig Feld von Taten will ich pflegen.
Wo Liebe nur in Dulden sich bewahrt,
Da wird der Hass durch seine Taten herrschen;
Dcch tritt sie selber handelnd in die Welt,
Darm ubergrunt das edlere Gewachs
Die wider wart f ge Pflanze und sie stirbt."*
An active life in which love expresses itself in deeds
will conquer all evil in man and insure his happiness. Not by
fasting, nor by withdrawing from the world of evil, nor by forcibly
destroying the innate evil of man is one able to find salvation
for his soul, as the orthodox church preaches and the monks prac-
tice .
"Ein Tor ist, wer, das Unkraut zu zerstbren,
Sein Saatenfeld in eine Wiiste wandelt;
Ein Tor, wer seiner Liiste Herr zu sein,
Jedweden Trieb in seinem Herzen tbtet,
Dass es so sundlos wie der starre Stein,
Doch auch so fruchtlos da sei." 2
1. Papst Sixtu s V, p. 66-62.
3. P. 68
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Th is is the same idea advanced by the recent school
of philosophy which holds that all the instincts and forces in man
are good and valuable and need only to be directed and organized
for the purpose of the good. Hans Hoffman expresses the same idea
in his novel Twan der Schreklich e . . Goethe expresses a similar
thought in regard to the inseparable connection between our vir-
tues and vices in his W ilhelm Meister : "Von Natur besitzen wir
keinen Fehler der nicht zur Tugend, keine Tugend die nicht zum
Fehler werden kbnnte." (3)
The forces in man consequently must be directed in ex-
pressing themselves, and the only power that can direct them
safely and overcome all selfishness is love. Man's shortcomings
lie in his want of love. Sixtus V attributes his tragic end
both to selfish motives and to imperfect love. 'Alien love instead
of selfish motives govern man's actions, he is able to adjust him-
self to his fellowmen. Duty then is no longer the stern master
that compels him to act even against his will, because his acts
are controlled by inner dictates rather than by external circum-
stances. This as the highest conception of duty is also main-
tained by Goethe, "Pflicht ist da, wo man sich selbst befiehlt,
was man liebt . *
Work and noble deeds are emphasized again and again
by Sixtus V. He himself sets the noble example of an active life.
"Der Tag, der leuchtet, soil nicht untergehn,
Bevor er eine voile Tat geschaut." 2
he declares to his people as part of his program. The monk's
1
. Bpriiohe in Prcsa.
3. Sixtus V, p. 73. (2.) Wilhelm Meister, Ed. S . 50 ff .Berlin, 1858
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inactive life in the monastery has no value for him. Such priva-
tions are selfish.
"Dulden fur das eigne Wohl,
Ein trages Hoffen fur sich selber." A
They are of no value to mankind at large in the attainment of his
happiness. Every man must exert himself and help production in
accordance with his inherent abilities, "Dein Lied ist deine Tat",
Sixtus declares to Tasso, and we hear him remark to Galilei,
"Ob auch jung an Jahren,
Hast du der Tat mit Eifer dich beflissen." 3
Sixtus himself has the great task of a reformer and builder and we
see him at work till late hours at night.
Not remorse, not penitence, but noble deeds and good
flill is what man needs to atone his wrongs as stated in these lines :
"Nicht Reue, sondern nur ein besser Wollen,
Nicht Busse, sondern nur ein besser H&ndeln."
Material satisfaction and the realization of an inner
freedom however, are not sufficient in the attainment of happiness.
Man is a social being and therefore has need of amusement, such as
is to be found in art. Sixtus V, recognizes this fact and art takes
a very important place in his state. "Ernst ist das Leben, heiter
ist die Kunst", as Schiller says, is a full endorsement by Sixtus
V. 5
1. S ixtus V
, p. 86
3. Si xtus V . p. 115; 3. p. 92
4. Compare Schiller's idea of fchonheit and Spieltrieb" in his
"Eriefe, Uber die asthetische Frziehung des Menschen."
"Der Mensch soli mit der Schbnheit nur spielen, und er soil
nur mit der Schbnheit spielen. Denn, um es endlich auf einmal hersus
zusagen, der Mensch spielt nur, wo er in voller Eedeutur.g des Wortes
Mensch ist , und er ist nur da ganz Mensch, wo er spielt." ^^^^^
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"Hier soil die Kunst, ein Feld des Segene
,
bliihn,
Und ieder weise, j eder grosse Meister,
Hier find' sr seines Buhmes wurd'ge Muster."*
exclaims Sixtus V. Besides giving to man amusement in the highest
sense of the word, art also gives man a fine sense of harmony,
"because its essence is harmony. It is this element in Tasso's
works that Sixtus V praises most highly when he says,
"Die Harmonie, vollendet angereiht,
In Fulle der Gestalten gleich und rein —
Das ist der Stein des Weisen deiner Kunst." 2
The great plan that Sixtus has in bestowing happiness
and salvation upon his people may be summed up in Goethe's words
in Wilhelm Meister,
"Vom Niitzlichen, durchs Wahre, zum Schbnen."
It is no vain Utopia, better to read about than to
realize, that our poet dreams of in his idea of the attainment of
happiness for all humanity. No, it is a view far into the future
that leaves problems for many generations to solve. Our poet
sees before him a state that administers equal justice, equal free
dom regardless of the person, and sets a noble example of peace
and good will to all mankind so that the poor and the oppressed
vill not need to look to Heaven alone for comfort , "Wei 1 wir auf
Frden frei und selig sind."
5. Proloeue, "Wallensteins Lager", line 138.
1. Si xtus V, p.90-91
3 . " p . 1 02
3. Wander 'ahre Ed. 16. S. 50 f f . Berlin, 1868.
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Sixtus V, could net realize this ideal himself for
various reasons. In the first place he obtained his power by sel-
fish motives and held it by force, thus violating the moral law
even though his motive was the realization of a higher good.
"Eine sittliche Pflicht hbhe rer Artjkbnnte und durfte durch Verlet
-
zung einer Pflicht niederer Art erfiillt werden? Man konnte das
allerdings zu fragen versucht sein. Was rein ist, soil rein
bleiben, aber wer auf gemeinem Wege zum grossen Ziele geht, nimrnt
in unsern Au.gen auch den Koth des Weges bis an das Ziel mit und
beschmutzt es," says Lindner. 1 Just as the goodness in man is a
power, that will make for perfection, so evil or selfish motives
in man are producing a continuous chain of evil, as our poet says.
"So ist das Unrecht neuer Frevel schwanger,
Und fortgebarend zeugt es eine Kette"2
This Sixtus V must experience with fatal results just as fallen-
stein in Schiller's tragedy reaps the harvest of his own ambiti cus
selfish motives.
"Das eben ist der Fluch der bbsen Tat,
3
Cass sie, fortzeugend, Ebses muss geb'aren.
"
In the second place Sixtus V, built his ideal on the
principle that man could reach a state of perfection by virtue of
his own inborn goodness without the help of divine love and power.
"Jedweder gute V.ensch ist ein Erlbser,
Und j ede Wahrheit ist ein Sakrament ." ( 1
)
1. Meyers Erganzungsblatter (jetzt Deutsche Warte)Bd.v .Hef t 12
2. Papst Sixtus V ; p. 14
3 . Tallensteins Tod . 1.7.
CI) P c^pst "Sixtu s V, p .73
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He recognizes as his fatal mistake his failure to see that man
cannot attain complete happiness and salvation for his soul with
out the help of God's great love and grace. Re shows that he
recognizes his error when he says, just before death overtakes him,
"Vermessner Wahn des Ich,
Die Welt durch eig'ne Kraft ans Ziel zu fuhren,
Das sehnend sie ersterbt."*
Not man is the savior of man, but
"Dein Erlbser sei ein Gott ' Ein Gott kann
Vollkommen lieben, ohne Hassen lieben.
Jedwedem menschlich gutigsten Gefuhl
Drangt sich ein selbstisch Machempf inden zu."*
If in Hebbel 's Agnes F:ernaue r and in Grillparzer 's Die
Judin von Toledo the idea of a higher state government is embodied
and if in Kerode s and Mar iamne and in the N ibe
l
ungen the idea of
a higher form of religion is in the process of development, we find
in S ixtus V
,
the idea of a freer form of Christianity, and a state,
which assumes the responsibility for the happiness of its subjects
breaking its path. In this respect Minding has advanced a step
beyond Hebbel and Grillparzer.
Instead of making the idea in S ixtus V triumphant in the
end as is the case in Hebbel' s and Grillparzer 's dramas, 2 the old
order of the Jesuits that Sixtus V aimed to break down is victorious
i. P apst Sixtus V p. 142
3. uber dem Grabe des Opfers gieichen sich die Gegensatze der
Parteien ans. Jedes erkennt die berechtigte Seite vom Standpunkt
des andern an, aus dem Zweispalt erhebt sich der Staat zu neuem
Leben. "Grillparzer und das neue Drama" v. Prof. Otto Lessing.
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again . The new order is subdued and in contrast to Hebbel' s and
Grillparzer • s tragedies, the ending in Sixtus V is pessimistic
.
Eut in poetic justification a conciliatory or happy ending was im-
possible, since Sixtus V had to atone for his sins, for violating
the moral law even though the violation was consciously committed
in fulfillment of a higher purpose. Eesides that, a compromise
with the Jesuits was impossible; and even if the people and
Mathilde, who had grasped the magnificent new idea, had intended
to realize the Pope's ideal, they would have come in conflict with
the old Church and with the Jesuits and a consequent civil war
possibly. The idea alone must remain for future generations to
realize. In this respect S ixtus V is comparable to Hebbel's
y--ria ¥apdalene ,* in which two parties representing two different
orders destroy each other; Sixtus V and the nobility in the one,
and Meister Anton and Klara in the other. But the idea of a new
order in Maria Magdalene and the idea of attaining happiness and
salvation in S ixtus V remain even though the characters who gave
rise to these ideas were not destined to live. "Die Hulle stirbt,
die Idee bleibt", as Hebbel says of Agnes Eernauer. This truth
is also realized by Galilei and by Sixtus V, and it becomes the
one great consolation for the dying Pope.
Sixtus: So stirbst du
Galilei: Mein Gedanke nicht mit mir.
Er ist in dem, was uns vergehen macht.
Vergiss Dich selbst, so wirst Du Dimmer sterben.
Sixtus: Dss ist das einz'ge, achte Gnadenmittel
.
2
i. Die Menschen aus dem selven Kreis zer3toren sich an einander als
Sinnbild eines ewigen Kampfes zwischen dem Gswordenen, Eeharrenden
,
und dem Werdenden. vorwartsstrebenden . "-Hebbel, "Vcrrede zu Maria Mag«
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FEHRBELLIN
.
Herr Kurfurst Friedrich '''ilhelm, der grosze Kriegesheld,
Seht, wie er auf dem Schinimel vor den Gesohutzen halt;
Pas war ein rasches Reiten vom Rhein bis an den Rhin,
Das war ein heiszes Streiten am Tag von Fehrbellin.
Wollt ihr, ihr trotz'gen Sohweden, noch mehr vom deutschen San
Was tragi ihr in die Marken den wuth'gen Kriegesbrand?
Herr Ludwig von der Seine, der hat euch aufgehetzt,
Dass Beutschland von der Peene zum Eisass werd' zerfetzt.
Doch nein, Graf Gustav Wrangel, hier steh ' nun einmal still;
Dort kommt Herr Friedrich Wilhelm, der mit dir reden will.
Gesellschaft aller Arten bringt er im raschen Ritt
Sammt Fahnen und' Standarten zur Unterhaltung mit.
Nun seht ihn auf dem Schimmel, ein Kriegsgott ist er traum!
Den Eoden dort zum Tanze will er genau beschau'n.
Und unter seinen Treuen, da reitet hintenan
Zuletzt, doch nicht aus Echeuen, Stallmeister Froben an.
Und wie Herr Wrangel driiben den Schimmel nun erblickt,
Ruft er den Kanonieren: "Ihr Kinder, zielt geschikt!
Der auf den Schimmel sitzet, der grosze Kurfurst ist's.
ITun donnert und nun blitzet, auf wen's geschieht , ihr wisat's!
Die donnern und die blitzen und zielen wohl nichts Schlecht's
Und urn den Herren fallen die Seinen links und rechts
;
Dem Dbrflinger, dem Alten, fast wird es ihm zu warm,
Er ist keiri Freund vom Halter, mit dem Gewehr im Arm.
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Und dicht und immer dichter schlagt in die Heeresreih'n
Port in des Schimmels Nahe der Kugelregen ein.
"Urn Gott, Herr Kurfurst, weichet!" Der Kurfurst h'ort es nicht
Es schaut sein Blick, der gleiche, dem Feind ins Angesicht.
Der Schimmel mocht 1 es ahnen, wem dieses Feuer gilt,
Er steigt und schaumt im Zugel, er hebt sich scheu und wild;
Die Herren alle bangen, doch sagt's ihm Keiner an;
War' doch nicht ruckwarts gangen der furstlich -grosze Mann.
Preussen, daraals wagte auf eines Auges Elick,
Auf eines Zolles Ereite sich furchtbar dein Geschick.
Zollern, deine Krone, o Friederich, dein Rubra,
Hier gait's im Ann dem Sonne, ira Hut dem Kbnigthura.
Hier gait es Sieg und Freiheit ob nord'scher Uebermacht.
Und wer, wenn er gefalien, wer schliige seine Schlacht?
Nicht Homburg's edle Kitze, nicht Dorfling's rauher Muth,
Nicht Grurnbkow's Sabelspitze, nicht Heer noch Landsturra gut.
Und doch, der Tod ist nahe und maht um ihn herum,
Und Alles zagt und trauert, und Alles bleibet stumm.
Die Scheibe ist der Schimmel, das merket Jeder nunj-
Doch helfen raag der Himmel, von uns kann's Keiner thun!
Da reitet vor dem Fursten Emanuel Froben her:
•Herr Kurfiirst, Euer Schimmel, er scheut sich vor'ra Gewehr;
Das Tier zeigt seine Launen, Ihr bringt's nicht ins Gefecht,
So nehmt nun meinen Erauen, ich reit's indess zurecht."
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Der Kerr schaut ihm heriiber: "Es 1st mein Lieblingsroea
Doch das verstehst Du besser, so reit' es nur zum Trosb .
"
Sie wechseln still, dann sprenget rasch, ohne Grusa und Wort,
Den Ziigel lang verhanget, der edle Froben fort.
Und ireit von seinem Kerren halt er zu Kosse nun,
Fur wenig Augenblicke scheint das Geschutz zu ruhn;
Der Kurfurst selber sinnet, warum es ietzt verstummt,
Und: 'Wacker war's gemeinet", der alte Dbrfling brummt.
Da plbtzlich donnert's orieder gewaltig iiber's Feld,
Doch nur nach einem Punkte ward das Gsschutz gestellt;
Hoch auf der Schimmel setzet, Herr Froben sinkt zum Sand,
Und Rosz und Reiter netzet mit seinem Elut das Land.
Die Fitter alle schauen gar ernst und treu hinein.
C Froben dort am Boden, wie gi'anzt dein Ruhmesschein!
Der Kurfurst ruft nur leise— "Ha! war das so gemeint?*
Und dann nach Feldherrnweise : "Nun worwarts, in den Feindl"
J. Minding.
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